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ABSTRACT Electronic health records (EHRs) are digitally saved health records that provide information
about a person’s health. EHRs are generally shared among healthcare stakeholders, and thus are susceptible to
power failures, data misuse, a lack of privacy, security, and an audit trail, among other problems. Blockchain,
on the other hand, is a groundbreaking technology that provides a distributed and decentralized environment
in which nodes in a list of networks can connect to each other without the need for a central authority. It has
the potential to overcome the limits of EHR management and create a more secure, decentralized, and safer
environment for exchanging EHR data. Further, blockchain is a distributed ledger onwhich data can be stored
and shared in a cryptographically secure, validated, and mutually agreed-upon manner across all mining
nodes. The blockchain stores data with a high level of integrity and robustness, and it cannot be altered.When
smart contracts are used to make decisions and conduct analytics with machine-learning algorithms, the
results may be trusted and unquestioned. However, Blockchain is not always indestructible and suffers from
scalability and complexity issues that might render it inefficient. Combining AI and blockchain technology
can handled some of the drawbacks of these two technical ecosystems effectively. AI algorithms rely on
data or information to learn, analyze, and reach conclusions. The performance of AI algorithms is enhanced
through the data obtained from a data repository or a reliable, secure, trustworthy, and credible platform.
Researchers have identified three categories of blockchain-based potential solutions for the management
of electronic health records: conceptual, prototype, and implemented. The purpose of this research work is
to conduct a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) to identify and assess research articles that were either
conceptual or implemented to manage EHRs using blockchain technology. The study conducts a compre-
hensive evaluation of the literature on blockchain technology and enhanced health record management
systems utilizing artificial intelligence technologies. The study examined 189 research papers collected
from various publication categories. The in-depth analysis focuses on the privacy, security, accessibility,
and scalability of publications. The SLR has illustrated that blockchain technology has the potential to
deliver decentralization, security, and privacy that are frequently lacking in traditional EHRs. Additionally,
the outcomes of the extensive analysis inform future researchers about the type of blockchain to use in their
research. Additionally, methods used in healthcare are summarized per application area while their pros
and cons are highlighted. Finally, the emphasized taxonomy combines blockchain and artificial intelligence,
which enables us to analyze possible blockchain and artificial intelligence applications in health records
management systems. The article ends with a discussion on open issues for research and future directions.
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I. INTRODUCTION34

Medical and healthcare researchers emphasize the impor-35

tance of their ability to collect and analyze multi-source36

data in order to identify potential community health haz-37

ards, provide case-specific therapies, and deliver focused38

medicine [1], which could promote informed clinical deci-39

sion making and lead to improved patient care quality. This40

information can help to improve personal health information41

systems such as patient health records (PHR) and patient42

portals. Patients frequently do not have easy access to their43

historical data, while clinicians retain primary ownership.44

Incorporating blockchain, AI, and other readily available45

technologies into a business’s DNA is the key to suc-46

cess [3]. To enhance medical research and attain patient-47

centricity, the industry needs to use technology to produce48

user- and customer-centric interfaces and data-driven deci-49

sions for creative ways to data processing and improved50

outcomes [2], [16]. For example, artificial intelligence (AI)51

could assist in identifying and prioritizing patients for drug52

monitoring and development, which is essential for regu-53

lated drug production and accelerated timeframes [3]. Using54

numerical drug design methodologies and AI, clinical trial55

data was evaluated for repurposing marketed pharmaceuti-56

cals, exploring the efficacy of medication formulations, and57

dose measurement [6]. Blockchain facilitates the develop-58

ment of a system that creates and manages content blocks59

known as ledgers, incorporating secure and automated data60

analysis. All health-related information will be recorded and61

analyzed securely, allowing physicians, healthcare providers,62

and payers to receive rapid updates. However, storing mas-63

sive records on the blockchain, such as complete electronic64

medical records or genetic data records, would be expen-65

sively inefficient due to the large computational resources66

required. This is a major drawback of blockchain technol-67

ogy, as it makes data queries within a blockchain difficult.68

Implementing AI algorithms into the blockchain, however,69

can help overcome this drawback [6]. To comprehend health70

trends and patterns, artificial intelligence began to learn and71

reason like a clinician. It collects unstructured data from72

a variety of sources, including the patient, the radiologist,73

and the pictures. AI is also capable of conducting complex74

computational processes and evaluating enormous quantities75

of patient information fast. However, some doctors are still76

hesitant to use AI in healthcare, particularly in positions that77

may affect a patient’s health, due to the significant capabil-78

ities that AI may bring, which have proved that it can exe-79

cute numerous dynamic and cognitive processes faster than a80

person. The automobile sector has already demonstrated its81

capacity to utilize AI to produce autonomous automobiles.82

However, some businesses have already identified machine83

learning-based methods for detecting fraud and identifying84

financial dangers and demonstrating AI’s maturity level [17].85

The following section discusses the main terms and prin-86

ciples of intelligent technology in healthcare. We look at87

how intelligent technologies evolve and the security criteria88

for their implementation in the healthcare industry sector. 89

In addition, the advent of modular IT systems has been 90

observed since the implementation of healthcare provisions 91

in the 1970s. 92

Healthcare 1.0 is the name given to this period. Because 93

of a lack of funding, healthcare services were limited and not 94

coordinated with digital systems during this period. On the 95

other hand, bio-medical machines had not yet been built 96

and did not integrate with networked electronic devices. 97

Paper-based medications and reports were commonly used 98

in healthcare institutions during this period, resulting in 99

increased costs and time. 100

From 1991 to 2005, the Healthcare 2.0 period was 101

observed. During this time, health and information technol- 102

ogy were merged to form the foundations of today’s health- 103

care systems. This process saw the introduction of automated 104

monitoring, which provided doctors with imaging systems for 105

assessing patients’ health. Simultaneously, new user-enabled 106

innovations in the healthcare sector started to evolve, coin- 107

ciding with the advent of social media. Healthcare services 108

began to build online communities to exchange information 109

and expertise, store data on cloud servers, and provide mobile 110

access to documentation and patient records, allowing both 111

the provider and the patient to have constant access. During 112

this time, critics shared their dissatisfaction with the mislead- 113

ing facts and the invasion of patients’ privacy. Healthcare sys- 114

tems used networked electronic health management practices 115

combined with clinical imaging systems to help doctors get 116

more reliable, accurate, and timely access to patient’s data. 117

Healthcare 3.0 debuted simultaneously as Web, allowing 118

users to customize how patient healthcare records were dis- 119

tributed. User interfaces became simpler and more tailored, 120

allowing for more customized and optimized experiences. 121

Electronic Healthcare Records (EHRs) and wearable and 122

implantable devices were also introduced, allowing for 123

real-time, ubiquitous monitoring of patients’ healthcare. 124

Similarly, EHR systems [7] emerged that incorporated stand- 125

alone non-networked systems, such as social media networks, 126

to store patient’s data. 127

Finally, the care period proliferated, inspired by the idea 128

of Industry 4.0, in which Hi-tech and Hi-touch systems are 129

implemented, using cloud computing, fog, and edge com- 130

puting, big data analytics, AI, and machine learning to cre- 131

ate blockchains that allow for real-time access to patient’s 132

clinical data [8]. The fundamental goal of this period is to 133

improve virtualization, allowing for real-time personalized 134

healthcare. The emphasis is now on teamwork, coherence, 135

and integration, using AI technology tomake healthcare more 136

predictive and personalized. 137

By considering the above scenario, this paper aims to 138

identify the potentiality of AI-blockchain to manage EHRs 139

and show the challenges and future scopes. This systematic 140

review explores research that offers conceptual solutions, 141

experimental results, prototypes, and blockchain implemen- 142

tations for managing EHRs. 143
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The rest of the paper is outlined as follows. section 2 shows144

the contribution of the paper, in addition, section 3 illustrates145

the motivation of AI-blockchain in EHR systems. Sections 4,146

5 and 6 discuss the background of AI-Blockchain technolo-147

gies and their applications in the healthcare system scope.148

Research methodology, research questions, and discus-149

sion are detailed in Section 7. Then, the taxonomy of the150

AI blockchain is discussed next in section 8. Thoughts on151

open challenges and future work are presented in Section 9.152

Section 10 concludes the paper.153

II. CONTRIBUTION154

In this paper, the main contributions are summarized as155

follows:156

1) A detailed discussion on the benefits of apply-157

ing Blockchain to the problem of health record158

management.159

2) An expanded discussion on the benefits of applying AI160

to the problem of health record management.161

3) An updated discussion on privacy and security issues162

related to EHR management.163

4) A taxonomy of proposed AI-Blockchain solutions to164

the problem of EHR.165

5) A discussion on open challenges and future research166

directions to pave the way for an efficient and trusted167

AI-Blockchain EHR ecosystems that improves on cur-168

rent centralized models and enable a patient-centric169

data-sharing platform by giving the patients complete170

control over their data.171

III. MOTIVATION172

A. MOTIVATION FOR BLOCKCHAIN-BASED173

IMPLEMENTATION ON EHR SYSTEM174

EHRs typically contain information like a patient’s medical175

history, personal statistics (such as age and weight), labo-176

ratory test results, and other information. As a result, these177

data must be kept secure and private. Furthermore, hospitals178

are subject to strict governmental scrutiny in some countries179

like the United States [13]. Deploying and implementing180

healthcare systems in practice also presents several prob-181

lems. As previously mentioned, centralized server models182

are prone to single-point attack constraints and malevolent183

insider assaults. Users (for example, patients) who have their184

data outsourced or stored in these EHR systems lose owner-185

ship of their data. They have no means of knowing who is186

accessing it and for what purposes (i.e., violation of personal187

privacy). Such information may also be in danger of being188

leaked to another organization by malicious insiders; for189

example, an insurance company may reject coverage to a190

patient based on leaked medical records.191

In the meantime, data exchange is becoming more impor-192

tant, especially as our society and population become more193

mobile. Shared data can improve medical service delivery,194

for example, by exploiting the interconnectedness between195

different healthcare organizations. It will be difficult to196

overcome the ‘‘Information and Resource Island’’ (infor- 197

mation silo), for example, due to privacy concerns and 198

restrictions. In addition, the information silo contributes to 199

unnecessary data redundancy and bureaucracy. 200

In this situation, the United States Congress passed and 201

signed the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 202

Act (HIPAA) in 1996 [190]. It established standards to pro- 203

tect the privacy and security of personal health information, 204

as well as many programs to combat fraud and abuse in the 205

healthcare system, including the following five rules: 206

• The privacy rule. Regulations governing the use and dis- 207

semination of patient health information in the treatment 208

and operations of healthcare organizations. 209

• The rule of Transactions and Code Sets. All health plans 210

must uniformly engage in healthcare transactions. 211

• The rule of security. The security rule supplements 212

privacy by limiting access to computer systems and 213

preventing interception of communications via open 214

networks. 215

• The Rule of Unique Identifiers. To secure patient per- 216

sonal information, only the National Provider Identifier 217

(NPI) is used to identify covered entities in standard 218

transactions. 219

• The Rule of Enforcement. For breaking HIPAA rules, 220

there will be an investigation and fines. 221

ISO 27789 [9] is another typical audit trail for EHRs that 222

keeps personal health information auditable across systems 223

and domains. A secure audit record must be created every 224

time an operation is triggered by a system that complies with 225

ISO 27789. As a result, a collaborative and open data-sharing 226

system is essential, as it simplifies auditing and post-incident 227

inquiry or forensics in the event of alleged misbehavior (e.g., 228

data leakage). Forensic scholars also do highlight this concept 229

(forensic-by-design) [9], [10]. 230

When the next generation of secure EHR systems has been 231

generated, we should follow the next requirements based on 232

the relevant standards listed above: 233

• Data accuracy and integrity: e.g., unauthorized data 234

modification is not allowed and can be detected. 235

• Data security and privacy. 236

• Efficient data sharing mechanism [11]. 237

• The patient control mechanism allows the patient control 238

mechanism of EHRs (e.g., the patients will have control 239

over their records and can get a notification if there is 240

unauthorized access or loss of their data). 241

• Data auditing and accountability (e.g., forensic by 242

design [9], [10]. 243

• The decentralization of power. In contrast to the cen- 244

tralized approach, blockchain does not require a semi- 245

trusted third party. 246

• Safety and security. The blockchain-based decentralized 247

system is resistant to a single point of failure and insider 248

attacks. 249

• The use of a pseudonym. Each node is assigned a 250

pseudonymous public address to safeguard its true 251

identity. 252
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• Impermanence. using the cryptographic hash function253

in one way, it will make the computationally hard to254

delete or change any records of any record of any block255

included in the chain.256

• Independence. Patients have control over their data and257

can share it in a variety of ways thanks to the settings of258

special items in the smart contract259

• Mechanism of motivation. Blockchain’s incentive struc-260

ture can encourage competitive institutions to collabo-261

rate and share information to advance medical services262

and research.263

• Transparency. Can track every operation in the264

blockchain because every previous transaction is265

recorded in the chain.266

Based on the following explanation, blockchain technol-267

ogy can be used to achieve the previously mentioned268

requirements.269

B. BENEFITS OF USING BLOCKCHAIN AN270

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE271

The coronavirus epidemic can be dealt with in a variety of272

ways using blockchain and AI. There are many real-world273

applications for the blockchain that can be put to good use274

in the fight against the coronavirus outbreak. Blockchain275

could be used to monitor the spread of coronavirus infections276

around the world by installing blockchain network client277

software on users’ mobile devices. One of the most important278

aspects of blockchain is its ability to protect user privacy,279

allowing early identification of epidemics while prohibiting280

the publication of user information. It also helps with epi-281

demic and treatment management by making vaccine trials282

more efficient and transparent, as well as keeping track of283

all fundraising activities and donations. When it comes to284

combating the Coronavirus, AI has a range of approaches to285

help. AI may be used to identify viruses and anticipate how286

they will spread by analyzing the accumulated knowledge of287

environmental factors [5], healthcare access, and the trans-288

mission method. By classifying coronavirus inside localized289

outbreaks of sickness, AI can help determine whether or290

not it is indeed there. Pneumonia, severe acute respiratory291

syndrome, and renal failure are all possible outcomes of coro-292

nary virus infections. For example, a genome-based neural293

network that has already been developed for personalized294

care can be very useful in managing these adverse events or295

symptoms caused by a coronavirus, particularly when virus296

impact is dependent on individual immunity and genome297

structure and no single treatment can effectively treat all298

symptoms at this time. AI may also be useful in speeding299

up the development of a new vaccination for novel coron-300

aviruses [6]. As a final application of AI, it may be possible to301

develop an automated model or correlation between medical302

records and results. Clinical protocols for coronavirus-like303

outbreaks could benefit from these models’ quick identifi-304

cation of diagnostic and therapeutic options. A recent White305

House request to deploy AI to assist the US government in306

responding to the coronavirus pandemic [7] is based on these 307

prospective advantages. 308

Disintermediation is defined as the absence of a centralized 309

authority that collects, processes, and validates data&models 310

designed and shared. It enables a reduction in the time, error, 311

and cost of process performance aimed at building and updat- 312

ing a predictive model that supports clinical practice and risk 313

management. Transactions certified by the blockchain, and 314

the data includedwithin them are irreversible, in the sense that 315

they cannot be changed or erased, ensuring their legitimacy 316

while also strengthening the security of the system in which 317

the activities take place [9]. Furthermore, the cryptographic 318

system, the immutability of the data communicated across the 319

network, and the lack of a centralized authority foster greater 320

trust in the system, as the need to maintain this confidence 321

among the parties involved in the process fades [10]. 322

C. THE HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS’ SHORTCOMINGS 323

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, current healthcare 324

systems have come under scrutiny. Currently some existing 325

healthcare systems may be overburdened by the COVID-19 326

outbreak. As of right now, there is no trustworthy data 327

monitoring system in place [18] to give key healthcare orga- 328

nizations the information they require about potential epi- 329

demics in real-time. In fact, most of the current coronavirus 330

information comes from separate sources such as the public, 331

hospitals, clinical labs with a large amount of inaccurate data 332

without being monitored thoroughly. The use of unreliable 333

information makes it challenging for potential outbreak iden- 334

tification and quarantine. Another limitation is the current 335

time-consuming and in-accuracy coronavirus detection pro- 336

cedure that often takes several hours to complete the virus 337

tests. This is unacceptable in light of the rapid spread of the 338

coronavirus. It is critical to learn how to swiftly and accu- 339

rately identify coronaviruses. Coronavirus data processing 340

utilizing human-dependentmedicinal software is exceedingly 341

tough, especially when dealing with complex patterns and 342

enormous volumes. Blockchain technology offers promis- 343

ing security solutions to aid in the fight against pandemics. 344

Indeed, the blockchain creates immutable transaction ledgers 345

for medical data sharing systems. More importantly, the com- 346

bination of blockchain and smart contract technology elimi- 347

nates the need for central servers to ensure fairness among 348

transaction parties. Traceability and decentralization are two 349

key characteristics of blockchain that are not found in other 350

traditional security techniques. Furthermore, blockchain can 351

provide reliable data analytics. Data collection is an important 352

step in disease analytics. How to ensure the reliability of 353

collected data during data collection is important for ensuring 354

the high quality of disease data analytics [66]. The use of 355

incorrect data or untrustworthy database sources can lead to 356

biased analytical results, which can have fatal consequences, 357

such as incorrect diagnosis. Furthermore, in an emergency 358

epidemic situation, many sources of contagious disease data 359

are collected without protection from hospitals, the public, 360

or the media, which can result in data modifications. These 361
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FIGURE 1. Standard block structure.

issues would undoubtedly affect the accuracy of the collected362

data, reducing the reliability of the analysis process. Because363

of its security, blockchain is in high demand in such contexts364

to ensure the reliability of collected data. Due to consensus365

mechanisms, blockchain also ensures the correct ordering of366

data records from data sources to destinations (e.g., hospitals367

or clinical labs), ensuring the high quality of data collection.368

These blockchain features would ensure accurate data collec-369

tion and thus reliable disease analysis.370

As the last point, there are privacy issues over the371

mass monitoring of the population to monitor the coron-372

avirus. Healthcare organizations canmonitor individuals’ cell373

phones without a court order to prevent the spread of the374

COVID-19 coronavirus, for example [4]. However, human375

rights and privacy advocates have objected to the plan since376

it might potentially disclose citizens’ private information,377

which could lead to major civil liberties abuses. To combat378

the spread of the coronavirus, real-time monitoring systems379

that protect user privacy are needed. As privacy become more380

of a concern, secret blockchain networks, that uses Privacy381

by Blockchain Design (PbBD) technologies to customize the382

level of privacy, are now gaining attention.383

IV. BACKGROUND OF BLOCKCHAIN IN HEALTH384

RECORDS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM385

We briefly outline blockchain technology to assist readers386

in comprehending the remainder of the article. In the fol-387

lowing subsections, we will cover the fundamental structure388

of blockchain technology to facilitate better grasping of the389

survey and the notion of blockchain.390

A. BLOCKCHAIN391

A blockchain may be thought of as a decentralized public392

ledger that is accessible to all peers in a network where all393

committed, valid, and completed transactions are stored in a394

list or chain of blocks. The chain grows as new blocks are395

appended to it continuously. Blockchain technology employs396

a combination of two technologies: asymmetric cryptography397

and P2P distributed consensus to guarantee ledger consis- 398

tency and user security. Hence, these time stamped blocks are 399

linked together by a cryptographic hash [11]. Typically, each 400

block contains transaction records that have been verified by 401

peers, often known asminers. The chain is continually length- 402

ened, with each new block being added to the end. Each new 403

block, on the other hand, contains a reference to the preceding 404

block’s header, which is essentially a cryptographic hash 405

(e.g., SHA-256). the creation of each block has been with 406

pseudonymity, transparency, and immutability [12], [13]. 407

A block is made up of the block header and the block body, 408

defined below, as seen in Figure 1. 409

• Version: the cryptocurrency version number that indi- 410

cates which set of block validation rules should be 411

followed. 412

• Previous block hash: the hash value of the block before 413

it. 414

• Time stamp: the current block’s creation time is the 415

timestamp. 416

• Nonce: to solve a PoW problem, miners alter a four-byte 417

random field each time they hash the code. 418

• Hash target: new block’s hash value must fall within a 419

certain range before it is considered valid. Target hash 420

is used in determining the difficulty of the input and can 421

be adjusted in order to ensure that blocks are processed 422

efficiently. 423

• Merkel Root: transactions in the block’s body generate 424

the Merkle tree root’s hash value. 425

Transactions regularly are included in the block’s body. Each 426

leaf node of the Merkle tree represents a transaction, and 427

every nonleafy node represents the hash value of the two 428

concatenated child nodes that make up the leaf node. To val- 429

idate the presence and integrity of a transaction, every node 430

only needs to check the hash value of the two concatenated 431

child nodes that make up the leaf node rather than the entire 432

Merkle tree. There will be a new hash value generated in 433

the top layer for any changes made to a transaction, which 434

will result in one root hash. In addition to the block size, the 435
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FIGURE 2. Diagram of the transaction flow in the blockchain.

maximum number of transactions per block is determined by436

the size of each transaction. Once the hash function is used,437

all blocks will be linked. Because data that has been validated438

cannot be modified or deleted in the blockchain, as new data439

comes in, it will be added to the linked blocks. Every change440

to the block will result in a new hash value (a new block)441

and a new link relationship based on this state. Immutabil-442

ity and security are fundamental features of blockchain443

technology.444

1) DIGITAL SIGNATURE445

For transaction authentication in an untrustworthy environ-446

ment, asymmetric cryptography is often utilized [11]. To send447

and verify the legitimacy of transactions, asymmetric cryp-448

tography is a key component of the Blockchain. In a P2P449

network, transactions are signed with the transaction ini-450

tiator’s private key before they are received. Most current451

blockchains use the elliptic curve digital signature technique452

(ECDSA) [15].453

When a transaction is requested or initiated, a block rep-454

resenting that transaction is generated and broadcasted to all455

adjacent nodes via the peer-to-peer (P2P) network, in which456

peers have equal Privileges. This block will be received by457

other nodes. The sender’s public key is used to validate458

the legitimacy of the received block using specified block459

validation rules. If the block is genuine, it will be transmitted460

to other nodes until they have all verified it. If not, it will461

be discarded during the procedure. Only valid blocks can be462

added and stored in the blockchain network.463

Figure 2 illustrates the process using coins, where Bob464

receives from Alice a specific number of coins. She initiates465

a transaction using her private key, which is then confirmed466

by the network. Anyone with access to Alice’s public key467

can easily verify the transaction. In the second step, the P2P468

network disseminates the transaction to other nodes. In the469

third step, the transaction is verified by each node according470

to predetermined rules. Each validated transaction will be471

grouped chronologically and added to a new block in step472

4 after the miner solves the problem. Then, each node will473

update and back up the new block.474

B. ALGORITHMS FOR BUILDING CONSENSUS 475

There is no one point of authority in the blockchain network. 476

As a result, a fundamental issue is the Byzantine Generals 477

Problem [14], a variant of which was created in the context 478

of distributed networks in 1982. A gang of Byzantine generals 479

is surrounding the city, and they have little chance to win the 480

fight unless they all attack at the same time, the Byzantine 481

Generals claims. There is a question as to whether or not there 482

will be any traitors in a dispersed context. So they must make 483

a choice: attack or retreat. It is the same challenge for the 484

blockchain network. 485

To obtain a consensus protocol among all the distributed 486

nodes before a new block can be attached to the blockchain, 487

different protocols have been developed [15]. 488

• PoW (Proof of Work): PoW is the name of Bitcoin’s 489

consensus algorithm (Proof of Work). Before receiving any 490

rewards, a miner node with a certain level of computing 491

(hashing) power must perform laborious task of mining to 492

prove that he is not malicious [99], [100]. To find an eligible 493

nonce value that is smaller than (or equal to) the target hash 494

value, the node must continually perform hash calculations. 495

It is difficult to generate a nonce, yet it is trivial for other 496

nodes to check its validity. The task is costly as a result of the 497

numerous computations required (computational resources). 498

If the blockchain network were to be attacked by a 51 percent 499

attack [191], this would be an extreme case. A miner or a 500

group of miners having more than 51% of the processing 501

power can delay the generation of new blocks and create 502

fraudulent records of transactions that benefit the attackers. 503

• Proof of Stake (PoS) Compared to PoW, PoS uses less 504

power. It is widely believed that nodes with the highest stakes 505

(such as cash) are less likely to attack the network [105]. 506

It’s unfair to decide based on account balance because the 507

wealthiest node is more likely to take over the network, 508

making it a centralized one. 509

• Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) Similar to PoS, DPoS 510

can also be used. The key distinction between DPoS and 511

PoS is that the DPoS is democratically representative [192], 512

whereas the PoS selection is based on all nodes. Stakeholders 513

can elect delegates to decide who generates and validates new 514
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FIGURE 3. Structure of blockchain technology for hospitals.

blocks. The fewer nodes that validate a block, the faster the515

transactions are confirmed by other nodes. In addition, dis-516

honest representatives could be easily removed from office,517

making network maintenance simpler.518

• Proof of Authority (PoA) is an efficient algorithm for519

achieving consensus [105]. Nodes with the ability to build520

new blocks are permitted. Each node must first undergo a521

pre-authentication process. On the other hand, this method522

produces a design that is centered by nature.523

• Proof of Capacity (PoC) is a consensus mechanism that524

achieves consensus by utilizing available hard disc space525

rather than computational resources [107]. With additional526

storage capacity, you may store more solutions, increasing527

the likelihood that a new block will be generated.528

Rather than depending on a single consensus algorithm,529

an increasing trend is to combine many consensus algorithms530

to improve performance in a variety of applications.531

C. SMART CONTRACT532

Smart contracts are self-executing programs that are imple-533

mented on the blockchain. They have been employed534

in a variety of areas, including finance, healthcare, and535

government.536

Such a system can achieve complex programmable func-537

tionality by delivering a contract-invoking transaction to the538

appropriate contract address. The smart contract will exe-539

cute the secure container’s predefined terms automatically.540

Ethereum is the first open-source blockchain platform that541

includes Turing-complete smart contract languages, enabling542

developers to create any decentralized application (Dapps)543

they desire. Dapps are programs developed on the blockchain,544

also known as decentralized applications, that allow com- 545

munication between patients and doctors to take place with- 546

out the need for a third-party intermediary other than the 547

Ethereum network. This will allow patients to have greater 548

control over their records [137]. 549

V. BLOCKCHAIN APPLICATIONS IN HEALTH 550

RECORDS SYSTEM 551

A. DATA MANAGEMENT IN ELECTRONIC 552

MEDICAL RECORDS 553

Pilot programs around the world have begun to study the 554

application of blockchain technology in hospitals, and some 555

of these projects are now underway. After developing and 556

launching a blockchain-based pilot platform in the United 557

States last year, Booz Allen Hamilton Consulting was tasked 558

with advising the Food and Drug Administration’s Office of 559

Translational Sciences on how to apply the technology in 560

healthcare data management (Figure 3). The pilot project, 561

which is presently being implemented at four large hospitals 562

and which makes use of Ethereum to regulate data access 563

via virtual private networks, is being run by the Ethereum 564

Foundation. As a result of its use of IPFS, the project can 565

employ encryption and decrease data replication by utilizing 566

off-chain cloud components and cryptographic techniques to 567

facilitate user sharing [19]. 568

B. BLOCKCHAIN AND DATA PROTECTION IN HEALTHCARE 569

A connection exists between blockchain technology, and the 570

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) implemented 571

in the European Union. GDPR, on the other hand, places 572

a high value on the inclusion of blockchain technology 573
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FIGURE 4. Blockchain service for PHR data.

(when the data can be portable, for data traceability, legal574

access auditing). Based on the information previously pro-575

vided, a variety of issues can be experienced (the actual576

control may be weakened when the technical implemen-577

tation of the smart contract over data). Dynamic consent578

management [20] is one such solution, which is completely579

compatible with the GDPR consent clause. Aside from the580

‘‘private blockchains,’’ Enterprise Blockchain are thought to581

be particularly well-suited for complying with GDPR direc-582

tives because transactions involving digital records of stored583

information can be changed and deleted by private individu-584

als or authorities who own and manage the network, using585

a specific type of consensus algorithm [21]. These private586

blockchains are operated by a single corporation or organi-587

zation, and access to them is restricted to individuals, usually588

companies, who meet specific pre-determined credentials or589

restrictions [22].590

The way a firm handles its private web apps will be com-591

parable to the way it handles its public web applications.592

Government departments, proprietors of public health data,593

and healthcare reimbursement corporations are all examples594

of use cases that might be addressed by their technology.595

Specifically, these private blockchains are expected to have596

the most significant impact on the future of healthcare policy597

and management. Additionally, the European Commission’s598

Research & Innovation Program IMI (Innovative Medicine599

Initiative) Pilot project ‘‘Blockchain-Enabled Healthcare,’’600

headed by Novartis, is looking into the possibilities of601

blockchains. It hopes to capitalize on established standards602

like Ethereum while simultaneously developing supplemen-603

tary standards as needed. The emphasis is on those who can604

facilitate programs that would directly benefit patients [23].605

C. PERSONAL HEALTH RECORD (PHR) DATA606

MANAGEMENT ON THE BLOCKCHAIN607

Personal health records (PHR) have lately begun to be built608

utilizing data from sensors, which can be wearable or medical609

Internet of Things devices. A variety of stakeholders, includ- 610

ing patients, doctors, pharmaceutical specialists, and payers 611

will benefit from real-time AI-powered healthcare analyt- 612

ics [24], [25]. A key data source for blockchain service 613

providers is the complete PHR service trajectory, which is 614

becoming increasingly important. (See Figure 4). 615

Blockchain technology is also a feasible solution for 616

managing personal electronic health records. Patients may 617

be reimbursed with tokens for providing health data with 618

physicians and research collaborators through the use of 619

so-called ‘‘smart contracts,’’ which are electronic contracts 620

that exchange data between parties. Using blockchains to 621

tokenize data, Health Wizz, for example, is experiment- 622

ing with a blockchain- and Fast Healthcare Interoperability 623

Resources (FHIR)-enabled EHR aggregator mobile app that 624

will allow patient groups to aggregate and organize their 625

medical records in a safe manner, as well as exchange, donate 626

and/or swap their medical records [24]. To facilitate improved 627

coordination between healthcare institutions and caregivers 628

for a higher level of care, the goal is to make it as simple 629

as managing online bank accounts to manage one’s health 630

information. 631

In the context of an EHR blockchain business [24], medical 632

chain allows a variety of healthcare agents to apply for and 633

obtain authorization to view and communicate with patients’ 634

medical records. These agents include physicians, hospitals, 635

laboratories, pharmacies, and insurers. In the medical chain’s 636

distributed ledger, each interaction is recorded as a transac- 637

tion, and the ledger is auditable, open, and stable at all times. 638

VI. OVERVIEW OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN HEALTH 639

RECORDS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 640

AI systems in health care are often built upon supervised 641

or unsupervised methods. In supervised learning, labeled 642

data with regard to output or reaction of interest is used to 643

train machines to predict these classifications using a set of 644

predictors or inputs [26]. The unsupervised method, on the 645
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contrary, does not use labeled data nor does it anticipate a646

result or reaction. Instead, it finds patterns and correlations647

in the data to classify variables or observations into related648

categories [26]. The majority of existing machine learning649

structures in the health care industry, some of which build650

electronic phenotyping algorithms, employ supervised learn-651

ing methods [27]. In this part, we provide a quick review of a652

few machine learning approaches widely utilized to catego-653

rize clinical results from electronic health records, including654

random forests and support vector machines, as well as super-655

vised and unsupervised models for deep learning and neural656

networks [27], [28], [29].657

Support vector machines determine the optimum discon-658

nected hyperplane in the covariate space between obser-659

vations of different outcome groups for the identification660

of variables [27]. The best hyperplane is defined as the661

one with the greatest margin or distance separation from662

the closest observation to either of its sides from distinct663

outcome groups, which essentially is referred to as ‘sup-664

port vectors’ [20]. On the other hand, random forests are665

regulation-based batch classifiers that identify inputs by aver-666

aging estimates through a group of decision treesmodels [23].667

Every tree in the random forest classifier would be trained668

with a sample of bootstrap data points, with the sample split at669

each node on themost descriptive among a randomized subset670

of the potential predictors [27]. In recent years, deep learning671

models, as well as neural networks have grown in popular-672

ity, particularly for their application in diagnostic imaging673

and forecasting activities [27]. When they are used for the674

supervised learning approach, the models may be regarded675

as progressively complicated extensions of the classic regres-676

sion paradigm [27]. A conventional logistic regression model677

consists of an output and input layer, with a node in the678

input layer for every parameter and a collection of relation679

weights linking the input nodes to the coefficients or the680

output node. To generate the final output of the model, the681

output node undertakes the total from each parameter mul-682

tiplied by the matching relation weight, which is known as683

input nodes’ weighted sum, and runs it through the activation684

function, or the logistic function in this example. Neural685

networks extend this structure by including a concealed layer686

between the output and input layers, in which the nodeswould687

allow the neural network to simulate more complicated and688

non-linear relationships between the response and predictor689

factors [26].690

Following that, deep learning models improve this691

approach by incorporating several hidden layers between the692

output and input layers to detect even more subtleties in the693

data [29].694

All of these algorithms are designed in such a way that they695

can autonomously simulate sophisticated interactions and696

relationships in datapoints with priori constraints from the697

investigator and with little assumptions. These algorithms,698

however, can be harder to decipher, are prone to overfitting,699

and frequently need a large quantity of training data to pro-700

vide appropriate results [31]. To both justify and optimize701

the application of machine learning for the categorization 702

of health responses from EHR data, researchers ought to 703

consider when these techniques are most appropriate and for 704

which tasks, they should be employed [30]. 705

A. THE CHALLENGES OF USING AI IN 706

HEALTH RECORDS SYSTEM 707

In this section, we discuss the issues surrounding the use 708

of AI for health record systems such as the portability and 709

transparency of these algorithms, as well as the requirement 710

of the training sizes necessary for satisfactory productivity. 711

1) TRANSPARENCY 712

The issue of inadequate transparency related to elaborate 713

algorithms of machine learning such as deep learning creates 714

hurdles to their application in phenotyping tasks, especially 715

when the stakes are significant and end-user confidence is 716

essential. Clinicians, for example, would prefer the algo- 717

rithms to supplement or enhance their expertise as opposed 718

to merely dictating their decision-making process [140]. Reg- 719

ulatory authorities, on the other hand, require algorithms 720

to be decipherable for transparency reasons because their 721

classification system may have substantial legal or financial 722

ramifications [32]. As a result, improving the interpretability 723

of such ‘‘black box’’ models is crucial. 724

The results from previous research that employed a 725

recently established approach in interpreting deep learning 726

model predictions were outstanding [32], [33]. Researchers 727

in [32] applied amodified variant of saliency, which is dubbed 728

‘saliency’ [34], to classify the most appropriate terms from 729

clinical material and were subsequently utilized for predic- 730

tion purposes by convolutional neural networks. Based on 731

the authors, clinicians would assess these terminologies as 732

more descriptive and applicable to the desired trait than the 733

most crucial characteristics determined using a more stan- 734

dard definition of extraction-based NLP method. [33] created 735

heatmaps by using mappings of class activation in agreement 736

with radiologists’ assessments, representing the most signif- 737

icant portions of chest X-ray images applied by their deep 738

neural network for the prediction of chest diseases [35]. Such 739

initiatives to improve the transparency and interpretability 740

of complicated machine learning models strengthen the trust 741

and confidence of physicians and other end users in these 742

technologies, hence encouraging the number of uses. 743

2) TRANSPORTABILITY 744

Due to privacy concerns and administrative constraints, a lot 745

of electronic phenotyping research was conducted in a single- 746

site environment [36], [37], [38]. It was worth noting that 747

there is a rising interest in exchanging the algorithms among 748

researchers and healthcare bodies to improve their versatility, 749

provided ample time and resources for the development of 750

phenotyping algorithms were given [39]. Initiatives such as 751

the Phenotype Knowledgebase (PheKB), an online platform 752

meant to help researchers build, share, and validate electronic 753

phenotyping algorithms, demonstrate that progress is being 754
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made in this area [39]. However, few phenotyping algo-755

rithms also have been customized for applications in various756

settings, especially those involving machine learning [15].757

To build scalable phenotyping algorithms, they should be758

externally verified to determine their portability, and then759

modified, if needed, to account for idiosyncrasies of site-760

specific. This ‘‘validation-adaptation’’ strategy is especially761

useful for phenotyping algorithms that use NLP systems762

even though it could be extremely laborious and work-763

intensive [38]. Since these versatile methods are vulnerable764

to overfitting, it is especially essential to validate pheno-765

typing algorithms that implement machine learning exter-766

nally before implementing them in different settings [40].767

If additional fine-tuning is required, for example, to model768

relationships differently or to detect new acronyms in clinical769

documentation, machine learning algorithms may take up770

less human work to be retrained than manual-engineered771

algorithms. In another instance, deep learning NLP sys-772

tems would seldomly utilize manually supplied feedback and773

maybe quickly retrained to new datasets [32]. Deep learning774

models that are usually employed to classify health responses775

from imaging procedures might theoretically be considerably776

more portable than those utilized for NLP tasks because of777

the smaller degree of between-site heterogeneity in medical778

images compared to clinical narratives.779

3) TRAINING SIZE780

To achieve optimal efficiency, machine learning algorithms,781

particularly deep learning frameworks, would necessitate a782

significant quantity of labeled training data [41]. In this783

regard, [33] used the CheXNet algorithm and was trained on784

over 100,000 labeled images, which subsequently produced785

expert-level results. Many researchers, on the other hand,786

do not have such privilege given due to the limitation in time787

or resources for data annotation [41], or probably due to the788

constraint in the number of cases or rare health ramifications789

in the EHR system. In addition, as previously mentioned,790

pooling labeled data across different locations may not be a791

viable option owing to privacy concerns and administrative792

hurdles [37]. However, innovative solutions such as image793

data enhancement and active learning by successively pick-794

ing the most insightful instances for training can assist in795

minimizing the portion of training data required to obtain796

satisfactory performance [42], [43]. In [41], for example, the797

annotated samples required to obtain an AUC of 0.95 was798

lowered by 68%when active learningwas pairedwith support799

vector machines to create an electronic phenotyping approach800

for rheumatoid arthritis.801

B. AI ALGORITHM IN HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS802

This article brings machine learning and data mining together803

for a joint discussion because both disciplines are based804

on data science and frequently cross [44]. However, there805

are a few fundamental differences between data mining and806

machine learning. The study of methods that can extract807

information automatically is known asmachine learning [44].808

Forecasting future events requires two sets of data (training 809

data and test data). On the other hand, data mining is an 810

iterative process of uncovering various types of novel and 811

useful patterns in data. 812

Data mining can employ machine learning, but it can 813

also use other techniques besides or in addition to machine 814

learning to identify new patterns. Machine learning and data 815

mining technologies are employed mainly in the healthcare 816

industry to extract knowledge from vast amounts of electronic 817

health data. Machine learning and data mining approaches 818

were included in the analysis in [45] because they use similar 819

mechanisms for disease prediction and are frequently dis- 820

cussed together in the literature. 821

1) SUPERVISED ALGORITHM 822

a: ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK (ANN) 823

Artificial neural networks (ANNs) were first proposed by 824

McCulloch and Pitts [46] and popularized in the 1980s 825

by [47]. They can handle a range of categorization issues. 826

The word ‘‘neutral’’ in their name implies brain-inspired 827

systems designed to mimic how human brains learn cate- 828

gories. ANNs were created to mimic the way the human brain 829

works, in which a vast number of neurons are coupled to one 830

another via many axon junctions. Neuron connections can 831

be strengthened or decreased by reinforcing labeled training 832

data, just as they can be in biological learning. A weighted 833

matrix can be used to represent these neuronal connections. 834

This matrix is referred to as a layer, similar to the cortical 835

layers in the brain. The training data used in ANNs serves 836

as a form of ‘biological learning’ for people. In an ANN 837

framework, there can be one or more hidden layers in addition 838

to the input and output layers. ANNs are taught to generate 839

an output from a set of input variables. 840

Several ANN research focused on the survival prediction 841

problemwere found in the literature. However, a few research 842

relying on electronic health data were found. 843

Deep learning is a subfield of machine learning that deals 844

with ANN-inspired algorithms [48]. These algorithms have 845

been utilized to model illness symptoms and hazards in recent 846

years. Liu et al. [49] created a deep learning-based tech- 847

nique for early identification of Alzheimer’s disease and mild 848

cognitive impairment in 2014. Neuroimaging data from the 849

Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative database was 850

used. 851

To get around the bottleneck, they used stacked auto- 852

encoders. Cheng et al. [50] suggested a method for pheno- 853

typing patient electronic health records (EHRs) using deep 854

learning. Each patient’s EHR was initially represented as a 855

temporal matrix, with time on one axis and events on the 856

other. The researchers built a four-layer convolution neural 857

network (CNN) to extract phenotypes and forecast risk. [51] 858

recently presented Heterogeneous Convolution Neural Net- 859

work (HCNN), a new predictive learning model representing 860

EHRs as graphs with heterogeneous properties such as diag- 861

nosis, procedures, and medicines. They used this information 862
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to create a new risk prediction model for numerous comorbid863

conditions.864

b: SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM)865

SVM is a popular supervised learning approach for classi-866

fying linear and non-linear data. SVMs transform the input867

vector into a higher-dimensional feature space and find the868

hyperplane that divides the data points into two groups.869

An SVM may perform classification tasks by increasing the870

marginal distance between two classes while reducing clas-871

sification errors. The marginal distance between the decision872

hyperplane and its nearest instance, which is a member of873

that class, is the marginal distance for that class [52]. In more874

technical terms, each data point is first plotted as a point in an875

n-dimensional space (where n is the number of features), with876

the value of each part being the coordinate value. We must877

first locate the hyperplane which separates the two classes878

by the most significant margin to complete the classification.879

It has been used for categorization in bioinformatics and880

healthcare [52].881

c: DECISION TREE RANDOM FOREST882

A decision tree (DT) is a sophisticated and deterministic data883

structure that looks like a tree, with internal nodes repre-884

senting input variables or attributes and leaves representing885

decision outcomes. All nodes and their accompanying leaves886

are used to create a plan to attain a categorization goal. The887

leaves of a DT tree are on the last level of the relevant888

branch, and the nodes can be organized in more than one889

level. The root node is the tree’s first node. It’s similar to890

a flowchart in which each non-leaf symbolizes a test on a891

single property, each branch denotes the test’s outcome, and892

each leaf indicates the class label. Many academics in the893

healthcare sector use decision trees extensively. For example,894

a decision tree-based prognostic approach was suggested to895

quantify disease recurrence and predict survival in breast896

cancer patients [52]. The model was developed for predicting897

breast cancer survival using two machine learning techniques898

(ANN and decision tree) and one statistical approach (logistic899

regression). They used the SEER breast cancer database,900

regarded as one of the few population-based data repositories901

for evaluating cancer care quality.902

Random forest [52] is an ensemble classifier made up of903

many decision trees. Individual trees represent the output of904

the classes. Among the machine learning-based algorithms,905

it is one of the most accurate. The method in [52] com-906

bines Breiman’s ‘‘Bagging’’ idea and the random selection907

of features to create a collection of decision trees with a908

controlled variation. In [45], researchers suggested a classi-909

fier based on the random forest algorithm to estimate illness910

risk among individuals. The Healthcare Cost and Utilization911

Project (HCUP) dataset was used in their research. The work912

in [53] have developed a diabetes risk prediction model using913

a scalable random forest classification algorithm based on914

administrative data.915

2) UNSUPERVISED ALGORITHM 916

a: ASSOCIATION ANALYSIS 917

Association analysis has been frequently utilized in data min- 918

ing and machine learning literature for prediction because 919

it can extract hidden and relevant information from huge 920

datasets [52]. This function generates a collection of dataset 921

item association rules [53]. Power of association is an impli- 922

cation statement with X → Y, where X and Y are disjoint 923

item sets (i.e., X ∩ Y = Ø). It means that the existence of 924

X things in current transactions may result in one or more Y 925

items appearing in future transactions. As a result, association 926

analysis has been widely utilized with market basket data to 927

forecast retail sales behavior, where each object reflects a 928

customer’s purchase [52]. 929

If an item is related to disease and the item set is specified 930

as the patient’s set of conditions until now, this method can be 931

applied to the medical context to predict future disease risk. 932

The Hierarchical Association Rule Model (HARM) was 933

introduced in [55] to predict illness risk from medical data 934

using association analysis and a Bayesian estimate. First, a set 935

of association rules is developed utilizing association analysis 936

methods in this modeling technique. Then, using Bayesian 937

estimation, these association rules are ranked. HARM can 938

anticipate a patient’s likely future medical issues based on her 939

previous and present history of reported ailments, assuming 940

that each patient regularly consults healthcare professional. 941

3) NETWORK APPROACH 942

A network can be represented as a graph, which is made up 943

of nodes (also known as vertices or actors) and edges (also 944

known as ties or links). Edges represent the relationships 945

between things, while nodes represent the entities themselves. 946

Many scientific problems can be represented as graphs and 947

modeled as networks. Many graphs theory approaches and 948

algorithms for analyzing various problems, including dis- 949

ease prediction in the healthcare area, can be found in the 950

literature. 951

Many statistical and data mining methods for predicting 952

disease risk from healthcare data do not explicitly take into 953

account the link between diseases and symptoms. Chronic 954

and non-communicable diseases, on the other hand, do not 955

arise in isolation [52]. They frequently share a risk factor, 956

which might be genetic, environmental, or behavioral in 957

nature. 958

These risk factors have a synergistic influence on health 959

outcomes, which makes it difficult to forecast if they are stud- 960

ied separately. A network method may be more applicable in 961

this scenario. Statistical methods are also used in a network- 962

based approach. Another comparable approach is Social Net- 963

work Analysis (SNA), which is built on a solid theoretical 964

foundation drawn from network and graph theories. SNA is 965

the study of the pattern of relationships among network enti- 966

ties, such as a group of people, departments, or organizations, 967

as the name suggests. If the elements in the dataset have a lot 968

of relationships between them, SNA can be especially useful. 969
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In a healthcare setting, for example, clinicians frequently970

need to confer among themselves about a patient’s illness971

diagnosis. Patients are additionally cared for by pharmacists,972

nurses, and medical technicians. As a result, the recordings973

of these dialogues are bound by a network structure.974

Each sort of entity participating in the healthcare data is975

represented as a node to describe the health care infrastruc-976

ture as a social network. Edges linking the corresponding977

node pairs represent relationships between entities. SNA has978

been utilized to better analyze physician-patient partnerships979

as well as collaborations throughout a hospital network.980

Uddin et al. [56] suggested an SNA framework to analyze the981

process of collaboration (amongst physicians) and coordina-982

tion (between hospitals).983

SNA was created with the intent of being utilized in984

the social sciences, but it is now frequently employed in985

medicine and public health. Each sort of entity participating986

in the healthcare data is represented as a node in the health987

care infrastructure’s social network representation. Edges988

linking the corresponding node pairs are used to represent989

relationships between entities. SNA has been used to better990

understand physician-patient partnerships as well as hospital-991

to-hospital collaborations. Uddin et al. [56] presented an992

SNA framework to describe the process of physician collab-993

oration and coordination, for example (between hospitals).994

Their suggested framework looked at a patient-centric care995

coordination network, a hospital-rehab coordination network,996

and a physician collaboration network, all using centrality997

theories. In the healthcare domain, for example, in obesity998

research, SNA is utilized to understand research trends and999

map knowledge structures [54], [57].1000

Large population-level studies aimed at understanding the1001

nature of comorbidities [58] and forecasting the likelihood1002

of comorbid chronic diseases have a lot of potential with1003

electronic health data. [59] established a novel strategy in1004

which they used graph theory and social network analysis1005

methodologies to analyze and comprehend chronic disease1006

progression using electronic health data. Their main goal was1007

to forecast the likelihood of developing a chronic disease in1008

new patients by modeling the health trajectory of chronic1009

disease patients. The data was gathered from hospital admis-1010

sion and discharge records. The diagnoses of the patients (in1011

ICD-10 Australian Modification format), as well as several1012

socio-demographic characteristics, were taken into account.1013

They created a baseline network based on the diagnosis1014

data to better comprehend and reflect the health trajectory1015

of chronic disease patients. Later, to better understand the1016

comorbidities associated with type 2 diabetes, this approach1017

was expanded and used. They proposed the concept of a1018

’comorbidity network,’ which may be utilized to construct a1019

model for predicting chronic illness risk [60], [61].1020

VII. MANAGING EHR USING AI AND BLOCKCHAIN1021

Machine learning can aid in the optimization of healthcare1022

systems and the provision of intelligent services. How to1023

safely store, exchange, and train sensitive datasets is a major1024

difficulty for practical machine learning systems. Machine 1025

learning and blockchain are increasingly being combined to 1026

improve the security and privacy of datasets [70], [71]. 1027

Federated learning is a machine learning technique that is 1028

carried out over numerous computing nodes with the confi- 1029

dentiality and privacy of sensitive data protected throughout 1030

data sharing as a precondition. By exchanging encrypted 1031

datasets, different medical organizations can collaborate to 1032

create high-accuracy predictionmodels. To establish account- 1033

ability and reliable cooperation, blockchain as a regulator can 1034

record associated training transactions in an immutable and 1035

transparent manner. Medical organizations and researchers 1036

will be more ready to share encrypted datasets to advance 1037

medical treatment and public health in this circumstance. 1038

The security of data input is ensured by blockchain as a 1039

dependable backbone for machine learning algorithms. The 1040

first challenge raised by [72] is the sharing of huge datasets 1041

across different applications and domains. In reality, however, 1042

homo-morphic encryption has a substantial computational 1043

expense. Perhaps sensitive data can be encrypted in the future 1044

without affecting machine learning for intelligent services. 1045

If the rate of erroneous predictions is high, blockchain 1046

can also be used to store rollback models. The pointers to 1047

essential data of retrained models are stored in a safe and 1048

immutable manner on the blockchain. In the context of erratic 1049

arrhythmia alarm rate, [73] argued that retraining models 1050

indexed by pointers in the blockchain can improve accuracies 1051

for continuous remote systems. 1052

AI can also be used to automate the production of 1053

smart contacts, making processes more secure and adaptable. 1054

In both academic research and industry in the form of star- 1055

tups, the use of blockchain in the healthcare sector has been 1056

a growing area of interest, [74], [75], [76], [77], [78], [79]. 1057

Whereas they assert ownership of the first attempt to 1058

use blockchain for an EHR management system in their 1059

paper [81], they present a system for exchanging EHRs in 1060

their report, with a focus on security and ease-of-transfer. 1061

The system, however, is still a concept and has yet to be 1062

deployed and tested for its stated areas of progress. [74] used 1063

blockchain technology to create MedRec, a decentralized 1064

EHR management framework. For simplicity and adaptabil- 1065

ity, their modular architecture was combined with an in-place 1066

data storage system. They enticed the medical community 1067

and EHR stakeholders to participate as miners in the net- 1068

work’s Proof of Work [20] verification. Permission to view 1069

aggregated and anonymized data will be granted in exchange. 1070

In collaboration with the Harvard Medical School Teaching 1071

Hospital, they developed and tested the first working pro- 1072

totype. They suggested that future research focus on areas 1073

where miners can rank their preferences for data attributes 1074

(demographic, gender, age group, and so on) to allow preci- 1075

sion medicine and targeted research. 1076

In [78], researchers built a prototype that differed greatly 1077

from the MedRec framework’s permissionless mining. From 1078

a medical standpoint, they decided to create a closed, access- 1079

controlled blockchain EHR system. As a result, cloud storage 1080
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TABLE 1. Comparison of different types of risk prediction models with study goals for various diseases.
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TABLE 1. (Continued.) Comparison of different types of risk prediction models with study goals for various diseases.

and access key transfers for encryptions were implemented,1081

while MedRec stored patient data locally at each node.1082

Although in the most recent literature [79], [80], the advan-1083

tage of providing AI to the context of a blockchain EHR1084

management system has not been completely realized in both1085

the permissionless and permissioned prototypes.1086

Blockchain technology and its basic function for the1087

monitoring of health records have been discussed in [81].1088

It explains how to obtain meaningful results in drug track-1089

ing and development, treatment effectiveness, safe patient1090

management [139], and enhance clinical results if healthcare1091

data and big data are combined. on the other hand, [28]1092

focuses on several other critical aspects of an HER such as1093

providing complete reporting, quality assurance, monitoring1094

of a patient’s health-related expenses, billing details, and1095

confidentiality. It also discusses how current systems are1096

slow, inflexible, and insecure. The work in [58] highlights1097

the importance of patient records availability. Due to a lack1098

of time and patience, important aspects of a patient’s medical1099

history are often overlooked. A patient’s medical history can1100

be extremely useful during care. Doctors, on the other hand,1101

are largely unable to access this information because they lack1102

the expertise, time, or desire to retrieve what they need from1103

a patient’s medical data repository.1104

A. METHODOLOGY1105

In conducting this review, we follow SLR guidelines in [135]1106

as well as the Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and1107

Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines in [136]. An SLR is a1108

methodology for discovering, analyzing, and evaluating all1109

recent literature on a research topic or subject field.1110

In December 2021, all review papers were chosen by1111

searching for relevant and reliable academic repositories such1112

as Google Scholar, IEEE, ACM, Science Open, Science1113

Direct, Springer, Hindawi, Wiley Online Library, and MDPI.1114

B. RESEARCH QUESTIONS1115

The goal of this systematic review paper was to provide1116

answers to the following research questions:1117

1) To what extent has the blockchain been developed for1118

the management of EHRs, and how has it evolved over time?1119

FIGURE 5. Number of articles according to publishers.

2) What standards are used to store EHRs in the 1120

blockchain? 1121

3) How large amounts of EHR data are handled? 1122

4) What blockchain platforms/mechanisms are used to 1123

manage EHRs? 1124

C. FILTERING THE ARTICLES 1125

After reviewing papers from various categories, selected 1126

papers are presented in this portion. As indicated in 1127

Section VII-B, the article selection query was intentionally 1128

extensive to evaluate as many research issues as feasible. 1129

Selected papers are presented in this segment after screen- 1130

ing from various categories. The selection query for the arti- 1131

cles was purposely long enough to consider as many research 1132

questions as possible, as described in SectionVII-B. Using the 1133

searching mechanism, we were able to retrieve 1280 research 1134

articles from the scientific repositories, as shown in Figure. 6. 1135

After the first screening step, we removed duplicates and 1136

retrieved 159 papers. Using the second and third screening 1137

methods (here, exclusion was based on title and abstract), 1138

a total of 32 articles were deleted accordingly, leaving 1139

127 papers for further processing. We uploaded the remain- 1140

ing papers to the Mendeley software for thorough reading. 1141

Finally, all articles that did not serve the purpose of the SLR 1142

were deducted, and a total of 113 articles were there. 1143

The second analysis we ran, as part of our systematic inves- 1144

tigation, was to determine the purpose or field of blockchain 1145

application in the healthcare industry. As indicated in Table 3, 1146
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TABLE 2. The advantage and disadvantages of different types of AI algorithms in the risk prediction model.
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FIGURE 6. PRISMA chart.

TABLE 3. Contributions in the publications.

the majority of publications in the field of healthcare use1147

blockchain for data interchange, health data records, and1148

access control. A large number of applications of blockchain1149

technology in healthcare (for example, data sharing and1150

access control) are frequently mentioned by authors, which1151

is understandable given that the blockchain technology itself1152

implies specific applications—for example. Essentially, dis-1153

tributed technologies such as blockchain technology are to1154

be used for data sharing, so, understandably, this field of1155

research would be frequently mentioned.1156

Table 4 shows the additional analysis for the selected1157

papers. The table compares papers based on five key char-1158

acteristics. These characteristics are critical for EHRs. The1159

following properties are discussed further below:1160

TABLE 4. Contributions in the publications.

1) PRIVACY 1161

The concept of privacy refers to a person’s right to select 1162

when, how, and to what extent they can access, change, and 1163

share their own EHRs. [125]. A healthcare provider may pur- 1164

posefully or unintentionally misuse electronic health records 1165

(EHRs) to violate patients’ privacy, for example [126]. Many 1166

patients are concerned about their electronic health records 1167

(EHRs), according to the study article [127]. 1168

About half of those polled [128] thought that sharing health 1169

data would make it more difficult to protect their personal 1170

information. As a result, when comparing blockchain-based 1171

solutions that claim to protect EHRs’ privacy, privacy is an 1172

important consideration. 1173
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2) SECURITY1174

EHR security, on the other hand, refers to the extent to which1175

an individual’s electronic health records (EHRs) are confined1176

to authorized individuals. According to [129], about half1177

of patients are concerned about the security of their EHRs1178

because they must travel via the Internet.1179

EHR security is more important to a doctor than to patients,1180

according to [130], and the majority of doctors prefer paper1181

records over EHRs because they believe the former are safer.1182

Because doctors use digital health records, they are more vul-1183

nerable to security breaches than paper-based records [131].1184

Liu et al. [132] advised that ways of securing EHRs should1185

be thoroughly studied first. These aspects indicate that the1186

security of EHRs should be seriously considered.1187

3) ACCESSIBILITY1188

Controlling and managing access to crucial or sensitive data1189

is an essential part of accessibility. Access to data can be1190

restricted using this method. [133] Role-based, attribute-1191

based and identity-based access control are some of the most1192

common strategies for healthcare systems. Because EHRs1193

deal with sensitive patient health data, access management1194

is a critical consideration.1195

4) STORABILITY1196

In recent years, the scalability of blockchain technology1197

has become a challenge. Bitcoin’s first block had a storage1198

limit of just 1MB when [134] first began mining the cryp-1199

tocurrency’s network. But since then, the popularity of the1200

blockchain has increased, as well as the number of partici-1201

pants and blocks. To understand and validate a transaction,1202

a participant must download all of the chains, which con-1203

sumes a significant amount of memory and time. On the other1204

hand, conventional blockchain applications have two ways1205

to deal with scalability issues: on-chain and off-chain. Every1206

piece of data that a user uploads will be stored directly on the1207

blockchain. However, off-chain storage means that the true1208

data is held someplace else, but is still linked to the main1209

chain. Off-chain storage, on the other hand, provides less1210

robust security. To store EHRs on-chain, a substantial amount1211

of storage capacity is needed. To keep data safe and secure,1212

it is important to consider storing information outside of the1213

blockchain.1214

D. INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION CRITERION1215

The authors selected a clear finding centered on the new1216

technological implications of technology and applications for1217

the development by incorporating AI and blockchain into1218

existing health data management systems. Only those stud-1219

ies meeting the first requirements, which must be updated1220

and published in English, should be selected. The findings1221

received from all electronic databases are evaluated based1222

on the developed parameters, and the papers for this system-1223

atic literature review are selected from the aforementioned1224

databases.1225

The criteria of inclusion and exclusion studies have been 1226

defined in the following: 1227

E. PRIVACY AND SECURITY ISSUES 1228

After reviewing the literature for information extraction, 1229

we should answer the following pressing questions. 1230

1) Q1: HOW DOES BLOCKCHAIN ENSURE PRIVACY 1231

BY UTILIZING ANONYMITY? 1232

We see varying degrees of privacy and anonymity [141] 1233

depending on the implementation type of the blockchain: 1234

public, private, or licensed. According to [142], 1235

CORDA [143] protects the transaction’s privacy by requiring 1236

validation to be performed only by the persons participating 1237

in the transaction. In the field of Industry 4.0, we discover 1238

the blockchain-based Secure Mutual Authentication System 1239

(BSeIn) [144], which aims to provide privacy and security 1240

assurances such as anonymous authentication, audit capa- 1241

bilities, and secrecy. It demonstrates the scalability enabled 1242

by Smart Contracts. They enable privacy via the various 1243

consensus methods employed in blockchain [145]. In other 1244

instances, anonymity is used in [146].While thework in [147] 1245

emphasizes conditional privacy, it considers traceability of 1246

operations important in the event of a public audit by all 1247

entities participating in the blockchain. 1248

The first references we found to anonymization were 1249

through pseudonymization [141], which is the process of 1250

obliterating some of the information required to identify 1251

an entity. Although they assert in [148], [149], and [151] 1252

that blockchain does not guarantee completely anonymous 1253

transactions and that transactions can be traced using a 1254

pseudonym. The authors of [150] state that distributed 1255

consensus and anonymity are two critical characteristics 1256

of blockchain. Cryptography is critical for ensuring the 1257

anonymity of participants on the blockchain, with various lev- 1258

els of anonymity achievable depending on the cryptographic 1259

methods utilized. Pseudonymization is one method of imple- 1260

menting blockchain technology [141], [149], [151], [152]. 1261

Amechanism in which the identity of the sender is frequently 1262

concealed behind a public key, but other transaction charac- 1263

teristics are made public. This presents a difficulty for health 1264

data. One option to limit public exposure is to utilize approved 1265

blockchain technology. One way to safeguard sensitive data 1266

is to implement an out-of-chain solution [141], [153]. The 1267

approach entails locating sensitive data in a system other than 1268

the blockchain and anchoring it to the blockchain’s link. This 1269

technique is advantageous for systems that manage enormous 1270

amounts of data, and it would be impractical to incorporate 1271

these data into the blockchain structure. Additionally, it is 1272

recommended for systems that handle highly sensitive data 1273

and require greater access control, such as health data. 1274

The requirement for confidence and privacy necessitates 1275

the development of a mechanism that safeguards cars against 1276

forgeries while safeguarding privacy frommonitoring threats. 1277

The work in [154] proposes a Blockchain-Based Anony- 1278

mous Reputation System (BARS) to construct a trust model 1279
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TABLE 5. Research comparison used blockchain and AI based approaches to secure EHR systems.
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TABLE 6. Inclusion and exclusion criterion.

that protects the privacy of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks1280

(VANETs), which communicate anonymously using a public1281

key as a pseudonym. It tries to prevent the spread of falsi-1282

fied messages using a reputation assessment algorithm that1283

evaluates the message’s quality. On the other hand, it exploits1284

the properties of a lexicographical Merkle and eliminates the1285

chance of the public key being linked to the real identity. Such1286

system can be replicated for HER privacy handling too by1287

taking advantage of the features used.1288

To accomplish anonymization, the approach presented1289

in [144] (BSeIn) uses broadcast encryption andmulti-receiver1290

encryption to ensure safe communication between an entity1291

and a collection of previously designated receivers. Addi-1292

tionally, it ensures the confidentiality and anonymity of mes-1293

sages between recipients. It produces one public/private key1294

pair at a time for each transaction, allowing it to withstand1295

replay assaults efficiently. Thus, the system can also be1296

replicated for HER to guarantee the user’s privacy without1297

jeopardizing it.1298

Privacy by design (PbD) is a sequence of procedures1299

aimed at ensuring and retaining the best level of privacy and1300

data protection feasible throughout the design and develop-1301

ment of various services, processes, and products. PbD incor-1302

porates privacy and data security considerations throughout1303

the development process, from the beginning to the end, for1304

all sorts of sensitive information, such as healthcare infor-1305

mation [156], [154]. Ann Cavoukian published the privacy1306

by design (PbD) idea in the mid-1990s [157], [158], [159].1307

Following that, data protection specialists and regulatory1308

authorities began to accredit PbD. In October 2010, at the1309

International Conference of Data Protection and Privacy1310

Commissioners in Jerusalem [160], PbD was overwhelm-1311

ingly adopted as an international privacy standard. Addi-1312

tionally, PbD is covered by the United States’ Commercial1313

Privacy Bill of Rights Act. Similarly, it has been incorporated1314

into the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)1315

and accepted by data-protection commissioners worldwide1316

as a concept for ensuring adequate privacy protection in a1317

world of constantly evolving information technology systems1318

capable of collecting and processing massive amounts of1319

data [161]. EHR can definitely benefit from PbD implemen-1320

tation in order to ensure inherent data protection and privacy1321

features throughout the designed system levels.1322

The strategies for privacy by design are classified into two1323

categories:1324

a: DATA-DRIVEN APPROACHES 1325

1- Keep it simple: Minimize is the simplest privacy design 1326

technique, suggesting that just the barest minimum of per- 1327

sonal data should be processed. In [162] describe this method 1328

in detail. As a result, it is critical to avoid collecting unneeded 1329

data; hence, the probable influence on a system’s privacy is 1330

minimal. 1331

-Design patterns: ‘‘choose before you collect’’ [163] and 1332

the usage of pseudonyms and anonymization [164] are exam- 1333

ples of design patterns that put this technique into effect. 1334

2. Hide: This method emphasizes the need of keeping 1335

personal information and its interrelationships hidden from 1336

plain view. The idea for this method is based on the fact that 1337

hiding personal data prevents a variety of abuses [165]. 1338

-Design patterns: Within the confines of the ‘‘hide strat- 1339

egy’’, design patterns take on a variety of forms. One such 1340

pattern is data encryption (in transit or at rest, anonymization 1341

or pseudonymization), which refers to strategies that disen- 1342

tangle certain related events. Data encryption is a type of 1343

security that encrypts data so that it may be accessed only 1344

with the correct encryption key. It converts data to another 1345

format and hence requires a decryption key to retrieve the 1346

data [164]. 1347

3. Separate: This technique stipulates that personal data 1348

should be stored in distinct partitions and, if possible, spread 1349

out. By segregating the storage and processing of personal 1350

information from a variety of sources associated with the 1351

same person, an individual’s complete profile cannot be 1352

derived [166]. This technique necessitates a distributed pro- 1353

cessing solution rather than a centralized one. Data frommul- 1354

tiple sources should be stored independently and separately. 1355

- Design patterns: No specific design pattern for this strat- 1356

egy has been identified to date [143]. 1357

4. Aggregate: According to this technique, personal data 1358

should be managed with the fewest feasible details and at 1359

the highest level of aggregate possible. As a result, this data 1360

becomes less sensitive. When the data is sufficiently uneven, 1361

the group over which it is aggregated is large, and only a 1362

small quantity of data can be ascribed to a single individual, 1363

resulting in privacy protection [143]. 1364

- Design patterns: There are two common strategies used. 1365

‘‘Granularity of location’’ design pattern that changes dynam- 1366

ically enables the collection and delivery of data to be as effi- 1367

cient as possible [167]. ‘‘K-anonymity’’ design pattern, on the 1368

other hand, is a critical model for privacy protection since it 1369
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protects against joint attacks. It is a dataset characteristic that1370

is used to describe the dataset’s degree of anonymity [168].1371

b: PROCESS-ORIENTED APPROACHES1372

1. inform: This technique embodies the critical concept of1373

transparency. If personal data is processed, data subjects’1374

information should be kept current. When a user interacts1375

with a system, they should be appropriately informed about1376

the data that is processed and why it is processed. This1377

includes information on the mechanism used to protect the1378

data in question and transparency regarding the system’s1379

security [143].1380

-Design patterns: Both platforms for privacy preferences1381

and notifications of data violation are examples of this type1382

of design pattern. The work in [169] presented an unusual1383

array of privacy design patterns intended to educate the user1384

from the perspective of human-computer interaction.1385

2. Control: This technique is a necessary complement to the1386

‘‘inform strategy’’. It serves little purpose to tell the user that1387

personal data is being gathered unless the user has a realistic1388

means of limiting the use of his data [170]. Users frequently1389

have the right to access, amend, and request deletion of1390

personal data gathered under data protection regulations. This1391

technique accentuates this point and enables users to exercise1392

their data protection rights [143].1393

-Design patterns: There are no specific design patterns that1394

fit the strategy [143].1395

3. Implement: This technique ensures that the system oper-1396

ates in amanner that respects user privacy.More significantly,1397

the policy must be implemented. To ensure that the privacy1398

policy is not violated, adequate technical protection mea-1399

sures are developed. Additionally, the policy must be formed1400

through an effective governance system [167].1401

-Design patterns: This method is carried out using design1402

patterns such as access control and privacy rights manage-1403

ment, and license to personal data, which includes the form1404

for managing digital rights [143].1405

4. Exhibit: This approach establishes the relationship1406

between a data controller and the monitoring of compliance1407

with privacy policies and applicable regulations. In the event1408

of issues, the user should promptly be able to determine the1409

amount of any potential privacy infringement.1410

-Design patterns: Examples of design patterns that support1411

this strategy include the usage of logging and auditing, as well1412

as a privacy management system [169].1413

2) Q2: WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS OF USING1414

BLOCKCHAIN TO COMPLY WITH THE GDPR?1415

There are practical constraints and obstacles associated1416

with blockchain and its applications in the health sector,1417

including ensuring compliance with the GDPR. On the one1418

hand, compliance with an individual’s right is to forget1419

about his data. When a transaction is authenticated on the1420

blockchain, it becomes permanent, and information about a1421

patient cannot be deleted if the patient exercises his right to1422

be forgotten [141], [171]. The identity associated with the1423

transaction introduced into the blockchain is anonymized, 1424

while the remainder of the transaction’s information is acces- 1425

sible [153], [172], [173]. This feature enables the auditing 1426

of the entire blockchain if necessary and that, in the case 1427

of sensitive information, such as EHR, may result in the 1428

exposure of information that enables the transaction’s identity 1429

to be determined [141]. 1430

3) Q3. HOW WERE THE ARISEN ISSUES RESOLVED? 1431

Depending on how blockchain is implemented, various pri- 1432

vacy concerns may occur, making it easy to track an entity’s 1433

transactions. A notable example is given in [141], where 1434

an entity’s public key corresponds to its identity in the 1435

blockchain system, allowing for the discovery of all trans- 1436

actions linked with that public key. This scenario would be 1437

catastrophic in a public blockchain and might also present an 1438

issue in a private blockchain, as not all members may require 1439

access to transaction data. The case in [141] refers to specific 1440

blockchain implementations that enable selective publication 1441

of private information and rely on zero-knowledge cryptog- 1442

raphy for verification. How to apply the GDPR-mandated 1443

right to be forgotten for a patient’s data is one of the disad- 1444

vantages demonstrated when implementing blockchain in the 1445

health area. Among the downsides of blockchain technology 1446

are the costs involved with authenticating connected data, 1447

auditing different entities and transactions, and the cost of 1448

interoperability provided to the network of participants. The 1449

pseudonym does not ensure transaction privacy, and it is even 1450

feasible to de-anonymize a user’s identity through analysis of 1451

incoming and outgoing transactions. 1452

a: PRIVACY BY BLOCKCHAIN DESIGN (PbBD) 1453

Privacy by Blockchain Design develops on data privacy 1454

solutions for the disruptive and rapidly growing new tech 1455

ecosystem. Blockchains can not only be GDPR-compliant, 1456

but they can also help raise data protection levels and truly 1457

give back data ownership to individual patients or their legal 1458

guardians (e.g., family members or the state), by establish- 1459

ing general principles and methods for handling personal 1460

data in blockchain ecosystems. PbBD specifies technical and 1461

organizational measures for data protection while taking into 1462

account the principle of ‘‘privacy by design’’ as well as 1463

specifications that are inspired by legal frameworks, such 1464

as GDPR. As such, the Blockchain as a great tool for pri- 1465

vacy and want to encourage the industry to take the lead in 1466

this area. 1467

VIII. TAXONOMY OF AI-BLOCKCHAIN 1468

A. DECENTRALIZED APPLICATIONS 1469

AI applications are self-contained and execute intelligent 1470

decisions by making use of a range of strategizing, dis- 1471

covery, improvement, training, pattern recognition, and 1472

information management methodologies. Decentralizing AI 1473

activities, on the other hand, is a tough and time-consuming 1474

task. 1475
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FIGURE 7. Taxonomy of AI-blockchain.

1) AUTONOMOUS COMPUTING1476

One of the primary aims of AI applications is to facilitate1477

the complete or partial autonomous process. This is achieved1478

when a large number of intelligent agents in the form of small1479

size computer programs identify their component ecosys-1480

tems, sustain their internal environments, and conduct set1481

actions to produce a response [82]. Modern computer sys-1482

tems must be able to handle tremendous heterogeneity across1483

all verticals to operate autonomously, which often includes1484

datasets, instruments, data processing, storage services, and1485

application linkages, to name a few. Not only the usage of a1486

multiagent approach across all layers makes it more conve-1487

nient to deal with heterogeneity, but it also enables the easier1488

establishment of the inter-and intra-layer functionality across1489

thewhole systems [83]. By ensuring operational decentraliza-1490

tion and retaining perpetual records of interactions between1491

the data, users, devices, apps, and systems, the blockchain1492

architecture is significant in developing wholly decentralized1493

autonomous systems.1494

2) OPTIMIZATION1495

Among the primary characteristics of AI-enabled apps and1496

schemes is the discovery of a collection of optimum solutions1497

from all available alternatives [84]. Mod-ern AI applications1498

and systems can be found in ubiquitous computing such1499

as edge computing systems, infrastructure-restrained envi-1500

ronments in mobile devices, spatially confined ecosystems1501

such as wireless local area networks and personal area net-1502

works, and centralized enormous parallel computing systems1503

distribution as applied in cloud computing [85]. The opti-1504

mization algorithms operate in confined or unconstrained1505

environments based on application- and system-level objec-1506

tives [86]. These strategies facilitate the discovery of the most1507

suitable solutions in identifying the pertinent data sources in 1508

pervasive environments, the best cloud or edge servers for 1509

processing the data and application, as well as in allowing 1510

resource-efficient information management in extensive dis- 1511

tribution of computing settings. 1512

The optimization process at present is implemented by 1513

centralizing control and taking into account system-wide and 1514

application-wide enhancement objectives, causing unneces- 1515

sary and irrelevant management of data and poor perfor- 1516

mance of the system or the application itself [87]. The 1517

application of blockchain enables decentralized optimization 1518

methodologies to bring up new research and development 1519

possibilities. By analyzing highly applicable data, the decen- 1520

tralized optimization techniques are advantageous in terms of 1521

improving system performance, particularly when numerous 1522

techniques are executed concurrently across the systems and 1523

applications. 1524

3) PLANNING 1525

AI apps and systems use planning approaches to collab- 1526

orate with other systems and applications, as well as to 1527

solve complex problems in new situations. Planning strate- 1528

gies improve the operational efficiency and resilience of AI 1529

systems by gathering current input conditions and performing 1530

different logic and rule-based algorithms to achieve preset 1531

goals [88]. Currently, centralized planning is a laborious 1532

and time-consuming activity. Consequently, decentralized AI 1533

planning techniques based on blockchain are required to 1534

provide a higher degree of robustness with provenance his- 1535

tory and continuous monitoring. It is worth noting that the 1536

blockchain ecosystem can also be used to create immutable 1537

and critical blueprints for task-essential systems and relevant 1538

applications. 1539
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4) LEARNING1540

Learning algorithms, with models such as unsupervised,1541

semi-supervised, supervised, reinforcement, transfer, ensem-1542

ble, and deep learning, remain to be the heart of AI systems in1543

facilitating knowledge discovery and autonomous processes.1544

These learning models tackle a wide range of machine learn-1545

ing issues, from classification to clustering, besides regres-1546

sion analysis to frequent pattern mining. Traditional learning1547

models are taught and released by utilizing centralized infras-1548

tructure to achieve global intelligence.1549

Dispersed learning models can help in the construc-1550

tion of highly propagated and automated learning systems1551

in contemporary AI systems, allowing for the com-1552

plete co-ordination of local intelligence across all verti-1553

cals [89], [90]. Furthermore, by maintaining data provenance1554

and history, the blockchain enables irreversible and highly1555

secure configuration of learning models. Because smart con-1556

tracts are irrevocable, learning models must be extensively1557

trained and evaluated before they can be implemented on the1558

blockchain.1559

B. DECENTRALIZED OPERATION1560

Large volumes of data are typically handled by AI appli-1561

cations to make superior and more versatile decisions.1562

However, when it comes to designing highly secure and1563

privacy-preserving AI systems, centralized data retention1564

via clouds, data centers and clusters presents a significant1565

challenge. In other cases, learning model development and1566

deployment might also be arduous.1567

1) STORAGE1568

A centralized data server raises the issue of vulnerability1569

in terms of privacy and security concerning the users’ per-1570

sonal and sensitive data, such as financial information, health1571

records, whereabouts, and activities. Furthermore, as AI1572

applications attempt to analyze, transform, and store mas-1573

sive information, wide-scale data collection would reveal1574

the centralized infrastructure’s scalability and capacity con-1575

straints. Blockchain-based decentralized storage architecture1576

enables reliable cryptographic data storage across collaborat-1577

ing networks [91], [92], [93]. To maintain data availability1578

for desired clients consisting of an application, user, or a1579

node on the blockchain, every node in the system maintains1580

a client-centric openly secured version of the whole library,1581

which the clients can harvest and utilize their data as needed.1582

The key technologies for decentralized storage are shard-1583

ing and swarming [94], [95], [96]. Sharding is a technique of1584

dividing a database into logical parts and assigning each one1585

a unique key to be accessed. The shards are then grouped,1586

with the accumulated storage is supported by a swarm of1587

network nodes. In AI applications, the swarms reduce latency1588

by allowing numerous nodes in the network to access data1589

simultaneously. In addition, geographically dispersed multi-1590

party decentralized storage systems would improve storage1591

scalability and dependability.1592

2) DATA MANAGEMENT 1593

AI applications must manage data in such a way that is 1594

highly applicable and precise, with full datasets obtained 1595

from credible data sources, along with effective decentralized 1596

storage. In the underlying network, AI applications tradi- 1597

tionally have used centralized data management techniques 1598

operated across all nodes [97]. These strategies include but 1599

are not limited to, data segmentation, filtration, context-aware 1600

storage systems and transmission in underlying architecture, 1601

as well as temporal and intelligent management of data sys- 1602

tems. When considering decentralized storage networks and 1603

blockchain immutability requirements, inefficient centralized 1604

data management may arise, resulting not only in data redun- 1605

dancy in terms of small modifications but also in the transfer 1606

of comparable information several times. In the event of large 1607

datasets is being utilized, the massive size of data transfer 1608

would cause bandwidth to overload quickly and raise the 1609

issue of backhaul network traffic, thus, necessitating decen- 1610

tralized data processing for AI systems based on blockchain 1611

structure. By taking into account the data’s temporal and 1612

spatial features, decentralized data infra-structure strategies 1613

are intended for application at the network node level. Fur- 1614

thermore, decentralized data management systems may place 1615

metadata on the blockchain network to assure data security 1616

and provenance while the conventional large-capacity storage 1617

solutions, including cloud clusters and data centers, might be 1618

utilized to store actual data. For client-centric small datasets, 1619

the metadata and real data are maintained on the blockchain, 1620

with the management of data being done through the network 1621

via token-based incentives for nodes carrying various shards 1622

or participants in swarms. 1623

3) DEPLOYMENT 1624

A trained model’s true performance is evaluated after the 1625

distribution in production settings. Model deployment, on the 1626

other hand, is a regular and repetitive process as the devel- 1627

opers must constantly improve the models and rectify bias 1628

by generating a certain set of findings while disregarding the 1629

rest of the options to provide particularly useful and educated 1630

judgments. Model deployment is considered a simple itera- 1631

tive process in centralized systems. In decentralized systems, 1632

however, poses quite a challenge [98]. Intelligent contract- 1633

basedmodel deployment overcomes these difficulties by con- 1634

stantly logging changes and preserving unchangeable model 1635

versioning. Furthermore, a model collaboration between var- 1636

ious AI applications would be safer and more reliable since 1637

developers can monitor the origin and traces of a specific 1638

model version. 1639

C. BLOCKCHAIN TYPES FOR AI APPLICATION 1640

The two types of blockchain technologies consist of Per- 1641

mission and Permissionless structures. For the Permission 1642

type, only authorized users would be able to handle the 1643

blockchain applications in a consortium, cloud-based, or 1644
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private environment, while it is openly usable for all users1645

over the Internet for the Permissionless type.1646

1) PUBLIC1647

Users may retrieve the blockchain codes and save them to1648

their terminal for editing and utilizing based on their needs1649

using the public blockchains [99], [100]. To add to this effect,1650

public blockchains can be easily accessed and available to all1651

network participants, particularly for read and write opera-1652

tions. Because of this feature, blockchains employ compli-1653

cated security and consensus methods, as well as anonymity1654

and bogus data on the network to handle user credentials1655

and private transactions. For any public blockchain, innate1656

tokens such as valuable pointers and cryptocurrencies are1657

used to move assets and data. Due to its huge decentralization1658

and transparency, public blockchains are extensively used,1659

even though the users and validators are constantly being1660

anonymous. It was worth noting that due to the obscurity,1661

hostile security assaults such as significant data and value1662

theft on these blockchains are always a possibility.1663

To reach a consensus, public blockchains would require1664

51 percent validators at the very least and would perform1665

complicated mathematic works in the background to attempt1666

cracking the security codes, which often results in high1667

energy expenditure and the issue of vulnerability if the attack-1668

ers obtain control on the 51 percent shares on the network.1669

This might also be the reason for the higher transaction1670

approval times on public blockchains as compared to the1671

consortium and private blockchains.1672

On a public blockchain, a transaction is often approved in1673

10 minutes or above, depending on the number of network1674

users and themathematical complexity of the consensus algo-1675

rithms used.1676

2) PRIVATE1677

A single organization manages a private blockchain, which is1678

structured as a Permission system so that the acknowledged1679

users and participants would be pre-authorized for read and1680

write activities within the network [101]. Since the creden-1681

tials of pre-approved network participants and validators are1682

known, private blockchains are comparably faster than public1683

blockchain as it requires fewer mathematical operations for1684

transaction validation purposes on the network. In addition,1685

within the network, private blockchains can broadcast any1686

type of indigenous assets, data, and values. Voting or mul-1687

tiparty consensus algorithms are used to approve transac-1688

tions and asset transfers, which require minuscule energy1689

consumption, allowing for a quick transaction process. For1690

example, on private blockchains, transaction approval times1691

typically take less than one second.1692

3) BLOCKCHAIN-AS-A-SERVICE1693

Due to widespread usage and approval by governments1694

and large corporations, blockchain technologies are drawing1695

the attention of cloud service vendors. Customers of major1696

cloud suppliers such as Microsoft, Amazon, and IBM can1697

now create and experiment with blockchain services in their 1698

environments [98]. 1699

The emergence of BaaS is projected to benefit both con- 1700

sortium and private blockchain firms by allowing them to 1701

concentrate on creating value through apps development, 1702

validation, and implementation rather than worrying about 1703

the infrastructures associated with the storage, underlying 1704

network, and computation. Besides the fact that the installa- 1705

tion of BaaS facilitates the formation of new cross-industry 1706

private-public partnerships, it also helps in the develop- 1707

ment of new opportunities and company-customer interaction 1708

models. To construct smart contracts, developers have access 1709

to a single-click setup of BaaS services. On that note, the 1710

incorporation of BaaS with AI services opens up a new world 1711

of possibilities for apps developers, considering that the main 1712

cloud providers currently are offering a plethora of cloud 1713

services for AI applications. 1714

D. DECENTRALIZED INFRASTRUCTURE 1715

Traditional blockchain systems built a linear infrastructure 1716

using a mixture of a connected list of data frameworks 1717

and hashing algorithms. Nonlinear infrastructure, built upon 1718

graph theory and buffering data modeling, on the other hand, 1719

is growing to meet the needs of instantaneous applications 1720

and to manage massive volumes of data. 1721

• Linear: Blockchain system based on a single chain that 1722

expands linearly, with new blocks inserted at the chain’s 1723

end. The early adoption phase of a decentralized system 1724

usually uses single chains despite several flaws asso- 1725

ciated with it. For example, single chains would scale 1726

sluggishly, affecting the real-time performance of decen- 1727

tralized applications [99], [100]. Furthermore, because 1728

each business situation has its single chain, information, 1729

asset, and value exchange in different chains would be 1730

a challenging task. Single-chain blockchains instead, 1731

may be used for single-task AI systems that conduct 1732

search, refinement, and training, as well as autonomous 1733

AI applications that function in homogenous environ- 1734

ments. Rather than the AI programs themselves being 1735

executed via smart contracts, single-chain blockchains 1736

may be more advantageous when just the performance 1737

records of AI apps need to be preserved in perpetu- 1738

ity. For instance, in radiology applications, a model for 1739

deep learning can be used to deliver accurate results for 1740

diagnosing liver cancer. The successful search footprints 1741

of distant industrial robots could be another example 1742

of its use. Since AI applications typically function in 1743

unrestrained contexts, placing the entire components on 1744

blockchain structure is not a viable option. 1745

• Non-Linear: Multichain architectures are utilized to 1746

construct nonlinear blockchain architectures, using 1747

topologies and different types of chains such as parallel, 1748

parent-child, and main-side [104]. Multi-chain architec- 1749

tures not only offer a broad range of business cases and 1750

inter-chain value transfer, but they are also scalable for 1751
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live performance. One or more chains would serve as1752

the primary chain in a multi-chain structure, holding1753

the data concerning other chains while the remaining1754

ones would be employed as the parallel, side, or child1755

chains. Side and child chains are typically similar in1756

operation, with the principal difference being that the1757

business scenarios in child chains are firmly related to1758

parent chains while the side chains can operate com-1759

pletely independent from the main chains. As for the1760

parallel chains, they could function separately from one1761

another. To transfer the value between several chains,1762

the ‘‘pegging’’ approach is implemented by integrating1763

a two-way peg procedure that allows bidirectional value1764

transfer at a fixed exchange rate. It should also be noted1765

that in the blockchain, native currencies or tokens would1766

represent the exchange value. For interested readers, the1767

following studies provide a full discussion of nonlinear1768

blockchains.1769

In decentralized apps, nonlinear blockchains for the AI1770

apps domain grant the operation of several related and inde-1771

pendent AI tasks.1772

Furthermore, the scalability property allows AI applica-1773

tions to be developed and deployed in parallel such that1774

AI parts are installed on the main or parent chain in a1775

production context, while the testing and training apps are1776

loaded on the test nets or side chains. Emerging apps, such as1777

those in adapting and reinforcing learning algorithms, benefit1778

from nonlinear architectures since the principal applications1779

must continually improve their productivity by reconfiguring1780

the learning models. In this case, learning models are built1781

on the side chains and subsequently deployed on the main1782

chains.1783

E. THE ROLE OF CONSENSUS PROTOCOL1784

1) PROOF-OF-WORK (POW)1785

The PoW consensus mechanism is used by popular public1786

blockchain systems, namely Ethereum and Bitcoin to verify1787

transactions after the participation of at least 51 percent of1788

nodes on the underlying network [99], [100].1789

Because the validating nodes run anonymously and in1790

vast numbers, they must produce the blocks by deciphering1791

complicated and arbitrary mathematical problems, as well1792

as cracking the hash code to access the transactions on1793

the blockchain network. To receive the prizes, the success-1794

ful nodes send the answer through a peer-to-peer network.1795

Additional transactions and data are irrevocably joined to1796

the blockchain when 51 percent of the nodes successfully1797

solve the mathematical problem. Although PoW has shown1798

to be a standard consensus protocol, it consumes a lot of1799

energy in large networks and causes delays in transaction1800

approvals time. As astute algorithms regularly streamline1801

decision structures to make an educated judgment, AI appli-1802

cations would have a higher prevalence of write operations.1803

As a result, in real-time AI applications, PoW protocols1804

would become a performance barrier, besides the fact that an1805

attack on 51% of the nodes in the underlying network could 1806

jeopardize the reliability of AI applications. 1807

2) PROOF-OF-STAKE (POS) 1808

Consensus PoS-based techniques attempt to address the prob- 1809

lem of PoW’s excessive energy consumption [104]. The 1810

PoS protocols function by identifying key players on the 1811

blockchain network to allow them to generate new blocks. 1812

These methods select validators based on a variety of fac- 1813

tors, such as delegated, high frequency transacting, random, 1814

or those that maintain coins for a longer period. 1815

PoS has shown to be more energy-efficient than PoW, and 1816

it also solves the vulnerability issue by eliminating pseudony- 1817

mous validators and allowing only those who possess the 1818

blockchain’s native currency to participate. Validators, on the 1819

other hand, have little to risk if they do not authenticate 1820

the transactions on the blockchain, which may delay the 1821

development of new blocks. Although PoS is useful for the 1822

lag-tolerant AI apps, it is not ideal for AI systems, espe- 1823

cially in the management of flowing data, changing the iden- 1824

tification, and making intelligent decisions on a real-time 1825

basis. 1826

3) PROOF-OF-ACTIVITY (POA) 1827

PoAc is a mixture of PoW and PoS protocols. Such protocol 1828

aims to address the 51 percent attack problem by implement- 1829

ing the PoW algorithm on blank blockchains [105]. This 1830

is done by PoAc protocol solves complicated mathematical 1831

problems first and validators begin to receive incentives, 1832

increasing their holding on the ledger. This allows for the 1833

validators with a sufficient stake in the blockchain to use the 1834

PoS algorithm. Additionally, PoAc is effective in terms of 1835

security, memory, and network connectivity. 1836

As a result, it may be advantageous for AI programs that 1837

require less data accessibility and higher security. 1838

4) PROOF-OF-BURN 1839

According to the PoB protocol, validators can only spend 1840

their coins if they send them to a public, valid, unusable, and 1841

faulty address. After burning their money, users are instantly 1842

authorized to develop new blocks and collect incentives [99]. 1843

Users could benefit from PoB since it allows them to con- 1844

tribute in advance and earn interest on the chain while also 1845

becoming approved validators. The protocol also gives an 1846

advantage by fixing the PoW’s energy use problem. Fur- 1847

thermore, coin burning lowers the number of coins on the 1848

ledger, resulting in a gradual increase in coin value, amount 1849

balancing of currencies on the blockchain, the spending 1850

of unsold coins, and payment of the transaction cost. PoB 1851

protocols can be used by AI systems to urge participants 1852

to keep the value of the underlying judgments. Applica- 1853

tions needing a specific degree of precision, a set amount 1854

of clusters or items recognized, for example, can consume 1855

learning models and search trees to keep value over the 1856

ledger. 1857
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5) PROOF-OF-CAPACITY (POC)1858

Traditional PoW algorithms become computationally expen-1859

sive since they must obtain randomized nonce values to1860

decrypt the blocks. The Proof-of-Concept protocol, com-1861

monly called proof of space, is a substitute mechanism for1862

determining the space amount of hard drive on the blockchain1863

network’s nodes [107].1864

Rather than utilizing random numbers, it stores the poten-1865

tial nonce values on the hard drive and looks for matching1866

nonce-hash combinations to decrypt the blocks. Nodes that1867

are having a large amount of disc space would obtain a lot1868

more stake and a high chance of winning with PoC.1869

6) PROOF-OF-AUTHORITY (POA)1870

PoA could be used to address the problem of PoW’s high1871

energy usage, as well as the issue of the validators should pos-1872

sess a portion of capital invested in the blockchain network.1873

A PoA protocol delegates authoritative power to specified1874

nodes, forming a consensus based on the absolute majority1875

to create additional blocks on the ledger [108].1876

PoA has been shown as being a resource-effective and1877

low-latency consensus system, albeit it is better suited for1878

networks in private since it allows authorized stakeholders1879

to delegate validation authority. Consequently, blockchain1880

implementers must consider the validators’ legal identities,1881

well-defined eligibility requirements, and a common qualifi-1882

cation condition for each shareholder to operate as validators.1883

PoA security risks are always present, owing to security1884

attacks on validators, which could be a source of assault on1885

the network, notwithstanding their energy economy and fiscal1886

efficacy. Alternatively, PoA might be used as a substitute1887

consensus approach for AI systems that run on private or1888

consortium networks because all validators are recognized1889

over the system.1890

IX. DISCUSSION1891

A. TO WHAT EXTENT HAS THE BLOCKCHAIN BEEN1892

DEVELOPED FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF EHRs,1893

AND HOW HAS IT EVOLVED OVER TIME?1894

Authors in the literature attempted to propose solutions for1895

managing EHRs from various perspectives. For data encryp-1896

tion, many people used symmetric encryption schemes, while1897

others used asymmetric encryption schemes. A few authors1898

provided solutions for the blockchain’s scalability whenman-1899

aging EHRs. Some people brought smart contracts, while1900

others used chain-code for EHR preservation mechanisms.1901

When it comes to EHR storage, there are two options:1902

on-chain storage and off-chain storage. An on-chain stor-1903

age scheme is focused on storing data on the blockchain,1904

whereas an off-chain storage scheme stores data in the1905

cloud or a local database and links the data’s address to the1906

blockchain.1907

From 2016, when blockchain-based solutions for manag-1908

ing EHRs first became available, to 2021, there has been1909

tremendous progress. The idea of using blockchain as a1910

platform to manage health data was first mentioned in the 1911

article [74] in 2016. Later that year, an article [110] dis- 1912

cussed the use of private blockchain for EHRs. Follow- 1913

ing that, researchers attempted to demonstrate the utility of 1914

AI-blockchain for handling EHRs. 1915

B. WHAT STANDARDS ARE USED TO STORE EHRs 1916

IN THE BLOCKCHAIN? 1917

The standards related to the data format and interoperability 1918

principle remain an issue for sharing and storing EHRs. Most 1919

authors consider FHIR and HL7 when they defined standard 1920

for EHRs data format [74], [24]. However, only a few authors 1921

followed the standard of HL7 [78], [101], whereas a small 1922

number considered the standard of FHIR [24], [119], [128]. 1923

Standardized EHR data model is designed to support inter- 1924

facing to the clinical decision support system. Among the 1925

rest of the papers, authors in [9], [78], and [190] described 1926

the standard of ISO 27789, HL7 and HIPAA, but did not 1927

implement those principles. 1928

Despite the references mentioned above, the expected 1929

standard for EHRs exchanging, uploading, storing, authen- 1930

ticity checking, and formatting remains a critical issue for 1931

blockchain-enabled EHRs solutions. It could be due to the 1932

evolving nature of blockchain and the lack of standardized 1933

development platforms. While blockchain is a promising 1934

technology for EHR management, it still has a long way to 1935

go before it can be considered stable enough to support a 1936

standardized framework. 1937

C. HOW LARGE AMOUNTS OF EHR DATA ARE HANDLED? 1938

Handling such massive amounts of data is a significant 1939

challenge. When it comes to dealing with large amounts 1940

of data via blockchain, the task becomes more difficult 1941

because storing data on the blockchain is costly. The 1942

blockchain was initially designed to keep data small in 1943

size, basically the financial transaction information. How- 1944

ever, in order to enjoy the benefits of blockchain while over- 1945

coming the limitations of data storage capacity, researchers 1946

devised a number of solutions. While many people haven’t 1947

considered blockchain’s scalability for data storage, oth- 1948

ers have focused on storing data in the cloud or in local 1949

databases and linking the address from that storage to 1950

the blockchain. Among the papers we examined for the 1951

review, slightly less than half did not address the major 1952

data storage issue. Authors of [3], [115], [118], have con- 1953

sidered the issue, but they haven’t discussed the data stor- 1954

age services. In addition, there were other authors who 1955

have chosen the Interplanetary File System (IPFS) as a 1956

medium of data storage and then linked the address with the 1957

blockchain [19], [34], [78], [93], [109], [117], [142]. The rest 1958

of the papers proposed using private blockchain or off-chain 1959

storage to handle scalability issues. 1960

The solutions mentioned above to overcome big data issues 1961

are significant, but more research is required to handle a 1962

significant amount of EHRs data. 1963
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D. WHAT BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORMS/MECHANISMS ARE1964

USED TO MANAGE EHRs?1965

Because EHRs include sensitive personal information, a pri-1966

vate blockchain is at the top of the popularity ranking.1967

Furthermore, a private blockchain can enable access con-1968

trol rules, allowing only particular persons to join the net-1969

work while adhering to good security policies. A public1970

blockchain, on the other hand, does not have strong access1971

control rules, so anyone can join the web and read the data.1972

A consortium blockchain also provides a private network and1973

restricts access to network data.1974

The literature review included several potential models1975

or architectures. The majority of the authors concentrated1976

on EHR integrity, availability, transparency, privacy, and1977

security. Almost all of the models offered to support for1978

the storage of EHRs from medical institutions as well as1979

wearable devices. A significant number of papers used the1980

Ethereum platform for the proposed solutions. The number1981

for Hyperledger Fabric was only one paper [121]. The rest1982

of the offered solutions include Bitcoin [99], [100], [105],1983

[107], [134] consortium blockchain [98], [102], private &1984

consortium blockchain [98], [100], Multichain [104], pri-1985

vate blockchain [19], [21], [101], [141], and Permissioned1986

Blockchain [186].1987

X. OPEN CHALLENGES AND FUTURE1988

RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES1989

One may define numerous issues of healthcare Blockchain-1990

based applications based on the proposed prototypes and1991

developed applications discussed above.1992

With the introduction of wearables and a slew of new1993

IoT devices with data flows harnessed, improved security is1994

required to be readily available to healthcare providers [138].1995

These issues might be addressed with blockchain technology,1996

which offers interoperability, integrity, and security, as well as1997

portable user-owned data.1998

Interoperability refers to a system’s capacity to seamlessly1999

integrate with another system to share critical data. The ease2000

of transformation of the medical records and the healthcare2001

data information from one provider to another is referred to2002

the interoperability in the EHR system. While health care2003

organizations can connect in a variety of ways, the EHR is2004

generally regarded as one of the simplest and most secure2005

methods that do not result in information blocking [92], [93].2006

To begin with, the EHR must have core interoperability. This2007

enables the entire system to send data to another systemwhile2008

also receiving data. While the data received will not need to2009

be analyzed as part of this level of interoperability, it will be2010

available within the system immediately. This is the lowest2011

degree of functional interoperability, allowing only the most2012

basic data exchange.2013

Second, the EHR must have structural interoperability,2014

which means that data must flow appropriately through2015

the system so that providers may see unmodified patient2016

data. To establish a new EHR database utilizing structured2017

messages, this intermediate region of health care data 2018

exchange ensures that patient information is provided and 2019

received in a relevant and shareable fashion. Furthermore, 2020

even if the data changes hands, the facts, and meanings will 2021

not be altered. 2022

Third, the EHRmust have semantic interoperability, which 2023

allows data to be accurately reorganized and codified so that 2024

any system can receive and interpret the new information. 2025

This means that the language used by one EHR system must 2026

be readable by the next system. This is the highest level 2027

of interoperability possible with significant implications for 2028

patients, clinicians in a health system, and scientists and 2029

researchers who collect data to study patient populations. 2030

Due to the adoption of standardized coding, information is 2031

transferrable and usable at this level. In contrast to stud- 2032

ies [69], [115], which lacked the possibility of interoperability 2033

and is not discussed in EMR systems as a result, medical 2034

and health data experts must perform manual inspection and 2035

mapping of predefined ontologies. At the same time, clinical 2036

malpractice is uncontrollable. Furthermore, scalability and 2037

interoperability concerns are at the forefront of current and 2038

future research in this area. The lack of standards for design- 2039

ing healthcare applications based on blockchain technology 2040

is revealed by the interoperability challenge. 2041

The second challenge has to do with questions of privacy 2042

and security [115]. The data on the blockchain is spread to 2043

all nodes, resulting in non-compliance with privacy rules and 2044

vulnerabilities. As a result, to protect data privacy and secu- 2045

rity, data must be stored off-chain. New privacy technologies, 2046

such as homomorphic and attribute-based encryption, secure 2047

multiparty computation, zero-knowledge proof, obfuscation, 2048

and format-preserving encryption, and may be able to accom- 2049

plish data privacy [111]. 2050

Designing using hybrid privacy approaches and leveraging 2051

security-enhancing technology, such as a homomorphic sig- 2052

nature, which works better than public-key certificates, could 2053

speed up the different security levels in a system. More sig- 2054

nificantly, any malicious attacker can manipulate health data 2055

acquired from hospitals, clinical labs, and patients, rendering 2056

AI learning useless. As a result, utilizing federated learning 2057

mixed with blockchain technology, it is necessary to collect 2058

health data from many sources without any privacy leaks. 2059

Each healthcare organization’s central entity is responsible 2060

for any legal difficulties as well as the overall seamless oper- 2061

ation of the centralized healthcare systems. A decentralized, 2062

patient-centric system, on the other hand, makes it difficult 2063

to resolve any legal disputes or inconsistencies in the public 2064

blockchain architecture. When personal data is run on con- 2065

verging AI and blockchain platforms, for example, copyright 2066

infringement and defamation issues occur. 2067

On the other hand, scalability is the main issue in 2068

blockchain-based healthcare systems [90], [100], [101], 2069

[102], [103], especially when dealing with large amounts of 2070

medical data. Due to the high volume of healthcare data, 2071

it is not feasible to store it on-chain, as this would result in 2072

significant performance degradation. 2073
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Due to the consensus method and ledger replication to2074

all network participants, scalability has always been a con-2075

straint in blockchain networks [137]. In the case of healthcare2076

blockchain-based networks, scalability has been a barrier to2077

the adoption of any fast-growing technology. Besides the2078

performance bottleneck, the capacity issue with blockchain2079

should be seriously considered. As the size of a blockchain2080

expands, the amount of storage required by all blocks expands2081

as well. As a result, complete nodes, which keep all the2082

network’s block data, demand a lot of storage space [117].2083

Similarly, as the blockchain history grows, the Bootstrap time2084

will climb linearly, slowing the process of new nodes joining2085

the system. All these constraints reduce a blockchain’s avail-2086

ability and decentralization and should be carefully consid-2087

ered when creating a large-scale blockchain. Not every entity2088

in such a network needs a comprehensive blockchain ledger.2089

As a result, the strategies should concentrate on interactions2090

between just those in the network who need to know, i.e.2091

on a need-to-know basis. In every rapidly evolving technol-2092

ogy, scalability is a major challenge. Scalability is measured2093

in terms of throughput, latency, storage, and block size in2094

blockchain networks. For that, it should analyze a perfor-2095

mance matrix in blockchain networks, such as throughput,2096

consensus latency, and the number of transactions completed2097

per appointment. The bigger the number of verifiers in the2098

block verification phase, the higher the level of security;2099

nevertheless, this increases latency. Healthcare necessitates2100

security with the shortest possible verification time.2101

In general, there are few future directions that stand clear2102

for the EHR management research efforts, namely; applica-2103

tions of Big Data, AI, Edge Computing and IoMT. Below is2104

our take on these directions.2105

A. BIG DATA2106

A significant problem for healthcare data systems seeking to2107

improve the quality of healthcare services is acquiring, pro-2108

cessing, and analyzing huge volumes of personal healthcare2109

data, particularly from commonly used mobile and wearable2110

devices, while minimizing privacy violations. Blockchain2111

technology has the potential to address the security concerns2112

associated with big data techniques by providing immutabil-2113

ity, security, and traceability. Big data can make the best use2114

of all healthcare data assets to assist necessary improvements2115

in areas of prediction in healthcare diagnosis, analysis in2116

magnetic resonance imaging, and other applications [174].2117

Two broad categories of big data analysis are data man-2118

agement and data analysis. For data management, blockchain2119

technology can be utilized to securely maintain immutable2120

healthcare records. For data analysis, the blockchain’s trans-2121

actions and records can be extracted and studied for potential2122

trading behaviors.2123

B. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE2124

When blockchain technology is combined with AI in a2125

variety of real-world healthcare applications, the resulting2126

systems become more efficient and stable [175]. Machine2127

learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) are twomajor branches 2128

of AI that are assisting in the automation of real-world 2129

applications. In the near future, machine learning will be 2130

used in concert with blockchain to manage EHRs. Despite 2131

the difficulties associated with storing, distributing, and 2132

training vital EHR data to design practical applications, 2133

interest among researchers in developing machine learning 2134

and blockchain-based EHR applications has grown tremen- 2135

dously [176], [177]. IBM has announced intentions to imple- 2136

ment an intelligent blockchain, in which anAI agent performs 2137

various duties such as enforcing laws, improving records, 2138

detecting suspicious activity, and making recommendations 2139

for upgrading smart contracts over a broad network. In the 2140

MATRIX project [178], AI is employed to construct a next 2141

generation blockchain that enables the automated develop- 2142

ment of intelligent contracts, enhances protection against 2143

malicious attacks, and enables highly scalable operations. 2144

Various machine learning techniques can be used to detect 2145

fake EHR data, ensuring that only authentic EHRs are main- 2146

tained on the blockchain. Deep learning enables the recov- 2147

ery and storage of previously damaged scanned medical 2148

records in blockchain for the sake of knowledge enhancement 2149

(e.g., drug analysis and prediction) [179]. Additionally, deep 2150

learning as-a-service (DaaS) is employed on stored EHRs to 2151

accurately forecast future diseases based on current patient 2152

diagnosis reports [180]. Machine learning techniques can 2153

also be employed to protect blockchain networks from large- 2154

scale attacks [181]. There are some established projects that 2155

mix AI with blockchain. For example, SingularityNET [182] 2156

focuses on developing AI and blockchain-based networking 2157

for the robot brain, while DeepBrainChain focuses on devel- 2158

oping a platform for developing AI algorithms. Additionally, 2159

several machine learning and deep learning-based health- 2160

related projects are underway, including the Gamalon project, 2161

TraneAI [183], and Neureal [184]. 2162

C. EDGE COMPUTING 2163

Due to network congestion and data size, sharing huge vol- 2164

umes of EHRs among diverse health care companies is prob- 2165

lematic. Recent options for EHR management are limited in 2166

terms of scalability, computing cost, and reaction time. Edge 2167

computing may provide a solution to these difficulties. It can 2168

process a vast amount of data frommultiple locations, as edge 2169

computing is comprised of a set of servers/computers [185]. 2170

Researchers in [186] propose using edge computing to extend 2171

cloud services to the network’s edge, thereby increasing pro- 2172

cessing capacity and device QoS. Edge Processing offers the 2173

advantages of large data storage, extensive networking, and 2174

high computing power, while also enabling secure and reg- 2175

ulated scaling for distributed EHR applications. While edge 2176

computing has several drawbacks, including security, vulner- 2177

ability to various attacks during message transmission, and 2178

integrity, blockchain-based solutions face several challenges, 2179

including storage, scalability, block size constraints, and 2180

block creation time, all of which can be addressed using edge 2181

computing. Similar approaches for decentralized technology 2182
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can improve privacy, security, and resource management on2183

an automatic basis [187]. Combining the two can provide2184

several advantages. For example, blockchain can first be2185

used to implement distributed controls across multiple edge2186

nodes. The blockchain mining process verifies the accuracy,2187

consistency, and dependability of data. Then, user privacy can2188

be enhanced further by allowing people to control data using2189

cryptographic keys. Finally, edge computing entails resource2190

sharing across nodes, which can be accomplished securely2191

via blockchain-based smart contracts [188].2192

D. INTERNET OF MEDICAL THINGS (IOMT)2193

The IoMT is a collection of medical devices and software2194

that connect to various healthcare providers via online com-2195

puter networks. The Internet of Medical Things is built on2196

the concept of Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communication2197

between wireless medical devices. Medical care providers2198

and authorities can obtain real-time health updates on patients2199

from remote places using wearable devices via the IoMT.2200

Apart from the benefits of IoMT, there are some disadvan-2201

tages, as IoMT devices are susceptible to security attacks. Not2202

only has demand for novel medical devices surged dramati-2203

cally during the Covid-19 outbreak, but so have cyber risks2204

associated with them [189]. Blockchain technology might2205

be viewed as a savior against the hazards posed by IoMT2206

devices. Blockchain’s decentralized key management, insep-2207

arability, and integrity qualities enable the secure communi-2208

cation of intelligent medical equipment.2209

XI. CONCLUSION2210

Blockchain software is attracting considerable interest from2211

people, as well as organizations of almost all kinds and sizes.2212

With its features, which include decentralization, anonymity,2213

persistence, and auditability, it can turn the conventional2214

industry. Blockchain applications are expected to use Arti-2215

ficial Intelligent Approaches to re-shape the healthcare envi-2216

ronment. Not only would the mechanism be open and safe,2217

but it will also improve the quality of healthcare at a lower2218

cost. We addressed various blockchain technologies in the2219

healthcare industry in the proposed framework and identified2220

the major research projects as well as potential prospects for2221

research. In particular, we discussed a proposed framework2222

for the management of health data and how blockchain would2223

empower patients and streamline the health data sharing pro-2224

cess. We find that there is a consensus among researchers2225

that patient data would truly be owned and managed by the2226

rightful owner of the data, i.e., the patient, with blockchain2227

technology. The blockchain facilitates timestamping of health2228

records so that after being part of the distributor ledger, no one2229

can tamper with them. Patients have the right to determine2230

who, and for what reason, can and cannot access their data.2231

21st-century healthcare systems will consist of different2232

technologies that connect patients with their caregivers (e.g.,2233

remote healthcare facilities, wearable devices, etc.). Such2234

systems continuously produce data and can be subjected2235

to malicious attacks while being transmitted at different2236

levels of the underlying communication network. In this 2237

paper, we addressed several research studies that suggest 2238

tamper-resistant systems to ensure the fidelity of health data 2239

using blockchain technology and AI methods. 2240
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